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ABSTRACT
A Study of the Lateral Sway Characteristics of
Human Balanced Stance for Various Maintained
Body Positions
September, 1982
Barry Lewis Allen
B.S.E.E.
, University of Massachusetts
M.S.E.E.
, University of Massachusetts
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Ernest Dzerdolet
Measures of human lateral sway without visual input were obtained
for six different body positions from six normal male adults. Each
body position involved the manipulation of different joints which pre-
sumably varied sensory input to the central nervous system. The pur-
pose of this work was to determine if characteristic operational dif-
ferences in the human balance control mechanisms for lateral sway could
be demonstrated by varying body position. Each subject was tested for
two trials in each balanced body position on an apparatus that was used
to measure overall standing sway. A power spectral density analysis
was performed on the recorded lateral sway data over the frequency
spectrum 0.039-2.500 Hz.
Statistical analysis of the data showed that there was no
difference between the standing sway power spectra for normal vertical
blindfolded stance, and those body positions which changed the neck,
vi
ankle and hip joint positions. However, there was a significant effect
caused by the changed knee angle, and a position in which one foot was
solidly placed 1 1/2 inches higher than the other. Further, the knee
and foot placement positions means were different from each other over
half of the frequency spectrum.
No characteristic peaks or changes were found in the power spectra
indicative of the operation of different underlying balance control
mechanisms which could be related to body posture. The power spectra
for the various positions were generally parallel but displaced from
one another by varying amounts. The data suggest that knee joint angle
is critical in minimizing balanced lateral sway. Further, the data
show that bending over from the waist reduces lateral sway as compared
to normal vertical stance, although this position appears to be the
most physically imbalanced
.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Normal human beings are quite capable of maintaining balance and
posture ever a wide variety of perturbed, or unperturbed conditions
(Martin, 1967; Nashner, 1970). This statement is also true for humans
with various sensory, or central nervous system deficits although the
range and variety of conditions is more limited by comparison with
normal humans (Fregly, 1974; Martin, 1967; Mauritz, Dichgans &
Hufschmidt, 1979; Nashner, 1970). Balance is maintained under dynamic
conditions presumably by complex reflexes, initiating appropriate
counter movements of body segments. Balance is also maintained during
conditions of quiet upright stance presumably by sets of integrated
reflexes, possibly less complex by comparison to those required for
dynamic conditions, but still complex in their own right and still
involving muscular adjustments of body segments. Quiet stance has been
hypothesized to represent a dynamic situation requiring continuous
correction of errors that develop between actual body position and an
internal reference position (Mori & Brookhart, 1968). The hypothesis
that quiet, balanced stance is dynamic rather than static is supported
by the existence of continuous lateral and anterior-posterior sway
during upright stance in humans, and in dogs (Allen, 1969; Bensel &
Dzendolet, 1968; Brookhart, Parameggiani, Peterson & Stone, 1965;
Mauritz et al., 1979; Scott, 1968; Thomas & Whitney, 1959). Booth and
Stockwell (1978) have shown that balanced upright stance in the human
1
2is marked by continuous ooordinated adjustments (movements) of whole
muscle groups at the neck, hip, knee and ankle joints. These
adjustments, clearly influence the position of various body segments in
maintaining balanced stance. Also, these adjustments further
demonstrate that quiet, upright, balanced stance is clearly a dynamic
situation as opposed to a static one. Furthermore, both static and
dynamic balance and posture control would reasonably be expected to
require extensive multimodal sensory input and integration of that
information to maintain appropriate motor control and, therefore,
balanced stance (Allen, 1980; Nashner, 1970).
Potential inputs for balance and posture have been demonstrated in
many sensory systems. Traditionally, the major inputs have been
thought to be derived from the vestibular, visual and somatosensory
systems. Recently, evidence has been found which suggests that the
muscle spindle organs may provide sensory input that may be used to
monitor individual joint position (Cross & McCloskey, 1973; Grigg,
Finerman & Riley, 1973). The degree of influence or contribution of
any individual sensory system upon balance and motor control is not
known (Allen, 1980; Powell, 1981).
The study of normal upright stance has been performed by observing
the movement of the vertex of the head in the liorizontal plane
(Dzendolet, 1965; Fearing, 1922; Kapteyn and deWit, 1972), by
calculating the movement of the center of gravity (Brookhart et al.,
1965; Thomas & Whitney, 1959), by analyzing the power spectrum for the
overall analog sway waveform from a sway platform (Allen, 1969; Bensel
3& Dzendolet, 1968; Martin, 1967; Mauritz et al., 1979; Nashner, 1979;
Powell, 1981; Scott, 1968), or by designing special balancing tests
(Fregly, 1974; Grayfiel, 1974). These studies had the objective of
analyzing sway activity in order to determine the contributions to
balanced upright stance made by the various sensory systems, to
determine if physical characteristics or condition influenced sway
during upright stance, to determine if diseases could be diagnosed by
sway pattern analysis, or to simply describe standing sway behavior
under various conditions. These studies could allow one to begin to
understand how various systems function in maintaining upright stance
and balance. Comparisons of normal subjects and subjects with various
disease-induced deficits during unperturbed or perturbed vertical
upright stance have shown differences in sway pattern as well as
overall sway power and the shape of the power density spectrum waveform
(Dzendolet & Moore, 1965; Fregly, 1974; Kapteyn & deWit, 1972; Martin,
1967; Mauritz et al., 1979; Nashner, 1979). Association of the sway
differences with a medical diagnosis might allow one to determine
neurophysiological pathways and structures involved in the maintenance
of balanced stance.
Information about the human balance control system can also be
obtained by selectively removing or modifying certain sensory inputs.
For example, normal human subjects who were blindfolded showed
differences in sway behavior as compared with those which were allowed
vision. Elimination of the visual system destabilized balance and
caused an increase of sway primarily at frequencies below 0.10 Hz
4(Booth fi Stockwell, 1978; Nashner, 1979). Dynamic modification of
ankle proprioceptive inputs, with blindfolded subjects was found to
influence sway primarily above 0.10 Hz. (Booth & Stockwell, 1978;
Nashner, 1979). Human sway can also be modified by electrical or
caloric stimulation of the vestibular system (Allen, 1969; Dzendolet,
1963; Scott, 1968). Other variables which may influence human sway
behavior include physical condition (sedentary vs. athletic), sex, foot
position, practice, fatique, attention and age (Ek, 1970; Kapteyn &
deWit, 1972; Powell, 1981).
Because human sway during conditions of normal upright stance can
be affected by sensory manipulation, it seems reasonable that varying
sensory inputs by varying the body or limb position of a human subject
might influence balanced sway behavior.
The purpose of this dissertation was to investigate and describe
unperturbed balanced sway for normal humans for several maintained
postures. Lateral sway was used as the systemic measure of balance and
therefore, sensori-motor control. The literature is mixed in the use
of anterior-posterior or lateral sway as the variable to be measured to
characterize balanced stance. The measurement of lateral sway was used
for this study because it appears to be less reflexive and, therefore,
less variable than anterior-posterior sway (Bensel and Dzendolet, 1968;
Nashner, 1970). The lateral sway patterns of normal blindfolded human
subjects will be analyzed for each of the experimental positions chosen
in order to determine to what degree lateral sway is systematically
5influenced by conditions which vary normal propriceptive, muscular and
vestibular sensory input to the central nervous system. All sensory
systems will provide their normal inputs except for the visual system,
and all central nervous system structures related to balance control
and posture should be operating in their normal physiological mode for
that posture. The subjects will be free-standing and will maintain
their balanced positions normally without the introduction of external,
unpredictable, perturbing forces.
The studies of balanced human sway found in the literature to date
have evaluated only vertical, upright stance, sway characteristics. A
study evaluating the effect of different positions on balanced stance,
sway characteristics was not found. A study of this nature might
identify alternative positions to normal vertical upright stance for
future human balance control characteristic studies using subjects
either with various known deficits or by altering specific sensory
inputs. Placing the human body and, therefore, the balance control
system in a more stressed, less physically stable, more precarious
position than normal vertical upright balanced stance may exercise the
balance control system components at higher levels and, therefore,
demonstrate a more clearly detailed and sensitive measure of the sway
characteristics of the human balance control system.
For the purpose of this dissertation six experimental body
positions or postures were chosen for study: Normal vertical upright
stance as a comparison, plus five other positions which modify sensory
input at the neck, hip, knee and ankle joints with their associated
6vestibular, proprioceptive and muscular sensory alterations in
activity.
The data from the experimental positions was used to attempt to
answer the following questions:
(a) Do the lateral sway power spectra for the various
experimental positions vary significantly from that for normal vertical
upright stance in terms of waveshape, predominant frequencies or
lateral sway power in various segments of the frequency spectrum?
(b) Are there clear differences between normal vertical upright
stance and the other experimental positions which might suggest the
operation of different underlying sensory systems in the maintenance of
different positions?
(c) Are trial effects present which might be ascribed to
practice or fatigue in maintaining the experimental positions?
(d) Can changes in lateral sway characteristics be ascribed to
the change in any specific joint position?
(e) Does order of presentation of the experimental positions
influence the lateral sway power spectrum?
(f) Are there any clear differences among the lateral sway power
spectra for the various experimental positions?
(g) Do any experimental positions clearly recommend themselves as
being useful positions for future study?
CHAPTER II
METHODS
Subjects.
Lateral sway data were collected from six normal male adults. Their
ages ranged from 22 to 54 years with all but one of the subjects between
22 and 32 years. Tne subjects participated in this experiment on a
voluntary basis; however, they were paid for their participation because
of the time duration of the experiment.
None of the subjects used in this experiment reported a history of
fainting spells, motion sickness, serious foot, leg, back or neck
injuries or serious head injury. All subjects considered their state of
health to be excellent. None of the subjects had been sick recently nor
were any taking any medication other than vitamin supplements. All
subjects considered their general body, knee, leg and back strengths to
be average to strong. The physical activity levels of the subjects
ranged as follows:
Athletic - one subject; Intermediate - four subjects; Sedentary - one
subject.
Apparatus.
The equipment used in the collection of the lateral sway data
consisted of the following five major devices: sway transducer platform,
60 Hz filter, Data Amplifiers, 2.5 Hz anti-aliasing filter and a Digital
Equipment Corporation PDP-8/I general purpose computer with analog to
digital converter.
The sway transducer (Figure 1) was a square platform of 3/4 inch
thick plywood, 27 1/4 inches long on each side. The platform was quite
stable and did not give the subject a sensation of movement or rocking if
he shifted his weight. The platform was supported at the center of each
side by the ends of four horizontally positioned steel bars of
rectangular cross-section. One end of each of the bars was firmly
attached to the channel iron base of the platform. The other end of the
bars was cantilevered out from the base and the plywood platform rested
upon it. 125 ohm strain gauges with a gauge factor of 2.0 were attached
to the right and left hand opposing bars to measure lateral sway. The
strain gauges formed part of a Wheatstone bridge circuit which was
balanced at the nominal resistance of the strain gages. The connection
of the strain gauges was such that a force applied exactly at the center
of the platform would result in zero output signal. Lateral sway
actively altered the strain on the gauges by increasing the strain on the
gauge in the direction of sway while decreasing the strain on the
opposite gauge.
This caused an imbalance voltage at the output of the Wheatstone Bridge
which is directly proportional to the lateral sway of the subject.
Because placing the subject exactly at the center of the platform was
difficult, the Wheatstone Bridge Circuit also included a fine
adjustment to zero balance the circuit for deviations from the central
position. This adjustment was required to insure that sway-induced
voltage excursions did not saturate the processing electronics in either
direction.
Figure 1. Sway Transducer Platform With Strain Gauges.
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The balance or output voltage from the Wheatstone Bridge was fed
into a Hewlett-Packard Model 2470A Data Amplifier and amplified with a
gain of 300 for all subjects. The anplif ied signal was fed into a four-
pole, Butterworth active, low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 20
Hz. The purpose of this filter was to reduce 60 Hz alternating current
noise. The Butterworth filter had a flat frequency response from 0.0 to
20 Hz. Beyond 20 Hz, it rolled off at -24 dB/octave. The filter output
presented 60Hz signals attenuated by 36.2 dB without altering sway
signals in the frequency band of interest. This filtered signal was then
amplified again by another Hewlett-Packard Model 2470A Data Amplifier
with a gain of 100 for all subjects. Tnis amplified signal was fed into
a 4 pole, papoulis active low pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 2.5
Hz. The filter prevented aliasing (biasing) of the sway signals in the
band of interest by noise induced through random sampling of higher
frequency signals present in the original overall signal (Bendat and
Piersol, 1971). The filter rolled off at 25.7 dB/octave above 2.5 Hz.
This final amplified and filtered analog signal was sampled every
0.1 second (or 10 samples/second) for 130 seconds and converted to
digital form using the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP-0/I general-
purpose computer with an analog-to^ligital converter. The data sample
consisted of 1300 data points representing the subject's lateral sway for
that recording period and condition.
The 2.5 Hz upper cutoff frequency of the anti-aliasing filter and the
10 sample/second rate of the PDP-0/I were selected to meet the standard
IJyquist Criteria for spectral analysis of signals in the 0.0 to 2.5 Hz
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frequency range (Bendat and Piersol, 1971).
The data oollected by the PDP-8/I for each subject and condition
were punched onto paper tape by a teletypewriter controlled by the
PDP-8/I. Tnese paper tapes were transferred via a standard
teletypewriter tape reader into the University Cyber 3600 computer and
were stored for later analysis.
Additional sinple apparatus used to set or measure the joint
positions for each subject consisted of a 120 degree wooden isosceles
triangle, a wooden rectangle whose upper half was cut from side to corner
at a 30 degree angle, a protractor, a 24" carpenter's level, a 15 Mx6"xl,
1/2" flat plywood rectangle, and a one-foot-wide 5 degree included-angle
solid wedge. The wedge and the plywood rectangle rested flatly and
solidly on the sway platform when used.
Procedure
.
Prior to the beginning of data collection, each subject read and
signed an informed consent form. The subject then answered questions
about his medical history and his general health and strength (Appendix
A). Following this, the subject was read instructions describing how
the experiment would be conducted and what his specific tasks would be
(Appendix B). At this point the collection of experimental data
began.
Each subject performed one short practice trial and two data
collection trials for each of the six selected experimental postures.
The order of presentation of posture for each subject was selected in
12
accordance with the Latin Squares statistical design in Appendix C. All
of the trials for each position were repeated in succession.
The purpose of the practice trial was to familiarize the subject with
the feeling of maintaining balance for that particular posture on the
sway platform. The duration of the practice trial was one minute. No
sway data was collected during this trial. Following a five-minute rest
period, data collection for the specific position commenced. During all
trials each subject stood on the platform blindfolded and in bare feet.
The subject's feet were positioned on the sway platform in a modified
Romberg position in which the feet were opposite and parallel to each
other but 1 1/2 inches apart. Individual joint positions were set by the
experimenter at preselected angles (defined in a following section).
After the experimental posture was set, the following instructions
were read to the subject prior to the start of data collection for each
trial:
_
Remember your task is to stand as quietly as possible while
maintaining your set posture.
Repeat the following sentence to yourself.
Stand relaxed and steady.
Keep my weight evenly distributed on both feet.
Further, remain in your position until the experimenter returns and
measures your position. Hold the position until you are told to
straighten up.
Lateral sway data were then collected for 130 seconds.
Immediately upon completion of a data collection trial, the necessary
joint positions were measured for conformance to the preselected and
set angles. Total duration of each trial was approximately 150
seconds. Subjects were asked to report any subjective observations
they might have had with regard to their performances during that trial.
Subjects were then given a 15 minute rest period during which there
were no experimental restrictions placed on them. At the ert of the rest
period, lateral sway data were collected for the second trial of the
specific position.
A third data collection trial for a given position was performed
only if the preset joint position fell outside of reasonable limits
(defined in a following section) or if the subject reported extreme
difficulty during the trial. Procedurally, the data collection trials
did not differ from each other among the experimental positions.
Further, all trials for the experimental positions were experimentally
similar as described above except for position differences.
Experimental Positions
.
The experimental positions are identified throughout this work as
normal, chin, ankle, hip, knee and foot. Each was specifically fixed for
each subject. All subjects held their hands loosely clasped in front and
against the torso. The positions are illustrated in Figure 2 and
described as follows:
(1) Normal
.
The normal position was that for normal vertical upright
stance for humans. No body angular measurements were made. Each subject
chose his own subjective vertical.
(2) Chin . In this position, the subject's chin was tilted downward
45 degrees from its normal upright position. The amount of downward tilt
was determined by first inking a horizontal line on the cheek of the
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subject and then measuring the angle of that line against a horizontal
reference line with the head tipped forward. All other joints were
normally aligned in a vertical upright stance.
(3) Ankle, m this position, the subject stood on a 5 degree solid
wedge in the normal vertical upright stance position. m this position
the subject's toes were lower than his heels. A vertical line was inked
on the subject's leg above the malleolus. The angle of this line with
respect to the surface of the inclined plane was measured for each
subject and trial. All other joints were aligned normally with
respect to the vertical upright position.
(4) Knee. In this position the subject maintained his balance in a
crouched position. The included angle at the back of the knee (popliteal
region) was 120 degrees. This was set by instructing the subject to
crouch on a 120 degree isoceles triangle formed of wood with the side
opposite the 120 degree angle aligned vertically. The apex of the 120
degree angle was adjusted to touch the back of the knee. When the
posterior aspect of the thigh and the calf touched the sides of the form,
the subject was instructed to hold that position. The angle of the
forward rotation of the lower leg at the ankle was also measured using a
protractor and the line placed above the malleolus. Both of these angles
were checked at the end of the experiment to determine how well the
subject maintained the position between the beginning and the end of the
trial. All other joints were maintained in the normal vertical upright
stance position.
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(5) Hip. in this position, the subject bent forward from the waist
at a 30 degree angle from the vertical. The subject maintained the
normal vertical upright stance alignment of joints between his back and
neck. The subject's body angle was set by using a vertically aligned
wooden form with the appropriate angle cut into it. The subject bent
forward until the region between his navel and breast bone just rested on
the edge of the form. This angle was checked at the end of each trial.
(6) Foot. in this position, the subject stood in the normal
vertical position except that his left foot rested on a 1 1/2 inch thick
flat block of wood placed solidly on the sway platform. The angle
between the subject's left ankle and vertical was measured using a
protractor at the beginning and the end of each trial.
The previously described positions were selected for this study for
the following reasons:
(a) Normal upright stance was selected as a baseline for
general comparisons. The associated sensory inputs were those assumed
to be generally available from the vestibular, proprioceptive and
muscular systems in conjunction with the normally operating central
nervous system processing mechanisms and reflexes for this condition.
(b) The chin position was selected to determine if the
changed position of the vestibular apparatus and its interaction with
neck reflexes would cause a change in the balanced sway patterns.
Several authors have previously shown that inputs to the muscle motor
neuron pools and muscles of the legs in animals and humans can be
influenced by neck-head position and vestibular position, individually or
16
in combination (Nashner, 1979; Dietz, Mauritz « Haller, 1979; *>berts,
1967).
(O The ankle position was selected to determine if
manipulation of the ankle sensory input, with some alteration in the
pressure pattern on the bottom of the feet, would cause a characteristic
change in sway patterns. Nashner (1979) and Dietz, Mauritz s Haller
(1979) have shown that muscle activity or reflexes under perturbed
conditions can be modified by manipulation of the ankle joint.
(d) The knee position was selected to determine if
manipulation of knee joint proprioceptors and leg muscle receptors
would influence lateral sway patterns. In assuming this position, the
ankle angle was altered from that for the normal vertical upright
stance, and rotation of the femur at its upper socket also occurred.
The back, the neck joints, and the vestibular system were maintained in
the normal vertical upright stance position. Joseph (1960) reported
that there is an angular range over which the knee is inherently stable
due to friction between tissue, cartilage and bone. Within this range,
muscular activity is absent. On the other hand, Booth & Stockwell
(1978) reported movement of the knee joint during normal vertical
blindfolded balanced stance, as well as, in all other major joints.
(e) The hip position was selected to determine the effect of
bending forward at the hip upon lateral standing sway patterns. This
position appears to be the most physically unstable of the positions
selected. In assuming this position, sensory inputs from the
vestibular system would appear to be modified by the forward lean.
However, the neck and hack were aligned and maintained in the normal
vertical stance position. Further, there was a backward rotation at
the ankle and a tendency toward locking of the knees.
(f) The foot position was selected to determine if unequal
vertical height of the feet would influence lateral standing sway
patterns. The lifted leg was positioned an top of a block oC wood
1 1/2 inches thick placed on the sway platform. This caused a slight
bending of the knee in the left leg. Animal data indicates reciprocal
connections between muscle groups among the legs (Allen, 1980). This
may occur in the human also. Slight flexing of one leg may influence
sway patterns since two rigid pillars no longer support the body
equally.
Mathematical Methods.
Raw Power Spectral Density Analyses by FFT, A power spectral
density analysis was performed on the sampled analog sway data of each
trial using a standard Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) routine from
Stearns (1975). Each trial, consisting of 1300 data points, was
sequentially divided into ten 130 point segments. A standard Manning
data window was impressed over the first 123 data points for each
analog segment to smooth the power spectral density estimate (Beauchamp
& Yuen, 1970; Bendat & Pierson, 1971; Stearns, 1975;). The last hvo
data points (129 and 130) of each segment were not used in the data
analyses. Further, 123 zero's were attached to the end of each 128-
point windowed sway-data segment, making each segment 256 data points
in length (Beauchamp & Yuen, 1979; Bendat & Pierson, IVl), Each
Figure 2. Illustrated Experimental Positions.
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segment was then analyzed by the Fast Fourier Transform routine which
yielded 64 power .spectral density values in the frequency spectrum fro,
0.039-2.5 Hz. in frequency increments of .039 Hz. These 64 power
spectral density values for each segment formed the basis for all
subsequent analysis. It should be noted that dividing the trials into
N-point segments is standard practice and provides N-separate estimates
of the power spectrum being analyzed; in our case, 10 estimates per
trial for a total of 20 separate power spectral density estimates for
each position for each subject. Each estimate consisted of a power
spectral density value for each of 64 frequency increments from 0.039
to 2.5 Hz.
Smoothing of Raw Power Spectral Estimates
. It is standard practice
to average power spectral density estimates to obtain final practical
smooth estimates which have more suitable statistical variability
properties (Bendat and Piersol, 1971).
There are three standard methods of averaging, all of which were used
in the analysis of the sway data.
These are described as follows (Bendat and Piersol, 1971):
(1) Frequency Smootiling
In frequency smoothing, N neighboring frequency region
components are averaged to obtain a final smooth spectral estimate.
This estimate is considered to exist at the midpoint of the frequency
interval over which the averaging was done.
(2) Segment Averaging
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In segment averaging, power spectral estimates at corresponding
frequencies for each segment are averaged to obtain a final smoothed
spectral estimate.
(3) Combined Averaging.
Combined averaging is composed of both frequency smoothing and
segment averaging to obtain the final smoothed spectral estimate.
First, frequency smoothing is performed on the data for each segment as
in (1) above. Then, the frequency smoothed data is averaged across
segments in the corresponding frequency bands.
Smoothing of Raw Experimental Data . The 64-point power density
spectra computed for each segment were smoothed using several Fortran
computer programs written by the author. Smoothing was cpplied to all
data for each position. The 64-point sway power spectral density data
was smoothed for statistical analyses into the following four data
sets:
(1) Each 64-point power spectrum for all 20 samples per position
per subject were averaged using the segment averaging technique.
No frequency smoothing was performed.
(2) Each 64-point power spectrum was collapsed by frequency
smoothing to represent the total power in the 0.039 - 2.5 Hz frequency
band. These data consisted of strings of 20 separate estimates of
total power. Ten estimates were associated with data collection Trial
1 and ten estimates were associated with data collection Trial 2.
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(3) Each 64-point power spectrum was collapsed by frequency
smoothing to represent the power in each half of the frequency range
considered; that is, power was estimated for the low frequency band
between 0.039 - 1.25 Hz, and for the high frequency band between 1.289-
2.500 Hz. These data consisted of twenty separate estimates of power
for each half band. Ten estimates were associated with data collection
Trial 1 and 10 estimates were associated with data collection Trial 2
for both the lower and upper frequency bands.
(4) Each 64-point frequency spectrum was collapsed by frequency
smoothing to represent power in three frequency ranges which suggested
to Powell (1981) the possibility of different neurophysiological
mechanisms operating for athletes and non-athletes. The frequency
ranges were 0.039 - 0.313 Hz, 0.352 - 1.719 Hz and 1.758 - 2.500 Hz.
These data consisted of 20 separate estimates of the power in each band.
Ten estimates were associated with data collection Trial 1 and ten
estimates were associated with data collection Trial 2.
Data Review
.
After the 64-point power spectra were computed for each
subject and each position, a set of computer programs were written by
the author to perform segment averaging for the purpose of obtaining
and plotting average lateral sway curves by subject and position, by
trial, subject and position, and by position averaged over all subjects
and trials. Review of these plotted data revealed that all the curves
of the power spectra had the same general shape with the exception of
two two curves, one for each of two subjects. These subjects each had
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one trial for one position which was radically different in waveshape
than the other trial for that position as well as for all other
subjects and trials. Because these two subjects were still available
at that time, these positions were rerun using the subject, rather than
using a mathematical estimating technique or eliminating those data
entirely. The rerun data showed a waveshape similar to the one
unerratic trial for that subject as well as a similar shape to those
for all other subjects. The data for the rerun trial and position were
substituted for the data of the erratic trial for the affected position
and trial. For the two subjects who required rerun of one trial for
one position, the following method was used:
The order of presentation of position was preserved as discussed
earlier. Prior positions were assumed on the platform for two trials
but with five minute rest periods between trials, until the position
which required rerun was reached. At that time, the previous procedure
was followed exactly.
CHAPTER III
RESULTS
Introduction
.
This chapter is organized into six major sections as follows:
(1) Subjective Reports
(2) Position Maintenance
(3) Total Lateral Sway Power Analysis
(4) Half-Band Lateral Sway Power Analysis
(5) Third-Band Lateral Sway Power Analysis
(6) Original Data Set Lateral Sway Power Analysis
The first to*o sections present subjective reports, and the various
position angular measurements routinely collected as part of the
experiment. These data are presented herein for use in interpreting the
power spectral analyses results in the last four sections of this
chapter. Particularly, the subjective reports can be used as indications
of possible fatigue or practice effects, while the position angular
measures can be used to argue for the consistency of position effect upon
the involved sensory systems.
The four analyses indicated in (3) through (6) each separately address
the pertinent questions stated at the end of Chapter I. The purpose of
the separate analyses was to investiage different sections of the
frequency spectrum for characteristic lateral sway patterns. These
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separate analyses as presented represent a systematic analysis of the
lateral sway frequency spectrum from the grossest to the finest frequency
increments.
Within each of these major sections ((3)-(6)) the information is
presented in the same order for all the analysis conducted for position,
order of presentation and trial effects. Each of these sections presents
independent results which address the questions in Chapter I. Further,
each of these sections, in ascending order, supports one another,
including the analysis of the Original Data Set (6). Finally, because of
their unanimity, the results presented in each of the sections in this
chapter are collectively used to draw the conclusions in Chapter IV which
address those questions posed in Chapter I.
Subjective Reports
After each data collection trial, subjects were asked to report their
feelings about the trial and the position. Although the time duration of
the experiment varied from 4 hours and 45 minutes to 5 hours and 30
minutes, none of the subjects reported being fatigued at the end of the
experiment. Further, none of the subjects reported any discomfort,
fatique or great difficulty in maintaining any of the experimental
positions.
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Four of the subjects reported that data collection Trial 2 seemed easier
than Trial 1 for the experimental positions involving adjustment of knee
angle and foot height. Only one subject reported that Trial 2 seemed
harder than Trial 1 in one instance. The position involved in this
report was that which involved the manipulation of knee angle. Five of
the six subjects reported some minor feelings of strain and muscular
tremor in the knee position. The foot position seemed to be universally
thought to be the most difficult. These two positions may be considered
unusual in that they may not be normally maintained positions for long
durations. These subjective reports may suggest that the subjects were
learning to maintain their balance more exactly in these particular
positions.
Few comments were made for the positions which are more normally
assumed: Normal upright stance, chin, and ankle positions. Subject 5
reported that during the first chin position data collection trial he
felt he was working hard to keep his weight evenly on both feet and was
therefore causing himself to sway. He felt that he became comfortable
with the position, and his performance was "OK" half-way through the
trial. He reported "no-comment" on the second chin position trial. This
same subject reported that the first ankle-angle trial seemed to start
out easily, but then got harder* He reported "no-comment" on the second
ankle-angle trial. Subject 6 was the only subject who reported that the
ankle-angle position became easier on the second trial.
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Finally, the hip position elicited one major comment frcm Subject 3. He
indicated that he felt steadier in this position than in the four
previous positions he had assumed. He asked if one were supposed to be
better balanced when one bent ever. The experimenter said neither yes,
nor no to this question.
Position Maintenance
.
Five positions required angular measurements to be made to set the
position of a joint at the beginning of a data collection trial, to
measure the natural starting position of a joint or to confirm that a
given position had been reasonably closely maintained at the end of a
data collection trial. Only the normal upright stance position
required no measurement what-so-ever.
It should be noted that the tools used to take these measurements
were rudimentary. The measurements themselves were only used to
indicate if a gross change of position had occurred.
In general, each of the subjects maintained each set position
within very narrow ranges. No difficulty was reported in maintaining
the positions for the duration of each data collection trial. The
widest angular ranges of joint position measured for the various
conditions and subjects are shown in Table 1. The chin, the knee and
the hip positions were set at the start of the run as indicated in
Table 1. The ankle and foot positions were measured from a natural
starting position for each subject. These were checked at the end of a
trial only for consistency. All subjects were able to assume the set
of experimental positions without difficulty with the exception of
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Subjects 3 and 4 who were not quite able to assume the chin position
angle of 45 degrees.
The only position which exhibited an apparent systematic deviation
fron trial start to trial end was the hip position. All subjects
showed the tendency to straighten up approximately 5 degrees. Only one
subject reported that he might have straightened up and then tried to
readjust himself slightly.
Total Lateral Sway Power Analysis
.
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis of the analog sway data
produced 120 separate power density spectra for each experimental
position (10 for each of two data collection trials of balanced lateral
sway cn the sway transducer for each of 6 subjects). Each of these
power density spectra consisted of 64 power estimates (volts2/Hz) in
frequency increments of 0.039 Hz ever the frequency range from 0.039 Hz
to 2.500 Hz These data will henceforth be termed the original data
set. Typical average lateral sway power spectra are depicted in Figure
7.
Frequency smoothing of each of these spectra by averaging the 64
raw power spectral density estimates for each segment produced 120
separate power spectral density estimates for each position. These
frequency-smoothed power spectral density estimates represented the
total lateral sway power in the frequency band considered. These data
will henceforth be termed the Total Power Data Set (TPDS) . Each of the
power density spectral estimates of TPDS was labeled in the computer to
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TABLE 1
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL JOINT POSITION ANGULAR MEASURES
Chin-on Ankle Knee Hip
Chest Angle Angle
Subject Start End Start End Start End Start End Start End
1 45 45 95 95 120 120 30 25 74 74
2 45 45 93 93 120 120 30 25 77.5 77.5
3 41 41 94.5 93 120 115 30 25 75.5 75.5
4 40 40 97 95.5 120 120 30 25 89.5 89.5
5 45 45 98 96.5 120 120 30 25 74 73
6 45 45 95 95 120 130 30 24 72 68.5
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indicate its origin with respect to subject, order of presentation,
position, and data collection trial so that appropriate statistical
analyses could be performed using the Biomedical Computer Programs
on file in the University Cyber Computer Library.
TPDS was subjected to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) using a Latin
Squares statistical model. The Latin Squares analysis considered only
the main effects for position, order of presentation and subject. A
trial variable was not separated in this analysis. The ANOVA results
for the TPDS are shown in Table 2. The main effects for subject, order
of presentation and position all had highly significant F ratios (p<
.001).
Main Effect for Subject in TPDS. While the Latin Squares analysis
of TPDS resulted in a highly significant difference between subjects,
this was not a new finding. Significant differences in lateral sway
power among subjects have been corroborated by several other studies
(Mauritz, Dichgans and Hufschmidt, 1979; Powell, 1981). The reasons
for such individual differences are not known.
No further statistical analysis was performed to determine which
subjects were different from each other, and for what positions, since
there were only six subjects in the study. The sample size is
considered to be too small to draw comparisons between subjects for
undifferentiable individual characteristics. However, inspection and
comparison of the power spectral curves by position and subject showed
that the waveshapes of the curves for different subjects were very
similar.
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Analysis for Main Effect of Position for TPDS
.
A
'
^lysis of Position without Regard to Trial
. The Latin
Squares ANOVA in Table 2 shows a highly significant main effect of
position (p<.0001). Using the mean squared error from Table 2 and the
trial average total lateral sway power for each position from Table 3,
a Newman-Keuls Test (Weiner, 1962) was performed on TPDS to determine
which experimental positions were different from each other. The
Newman-Keuls Test showed that Total Lateral Sway Power for the
experimental position means determined from TPDS was divided into three
statistically different groups (p=.01). The test demonstrated no
statistical difference between the normal, chin, hip and ankle position
means at the p=.05 levels of significance. However, the knee and foot
position means were not only statistically different from the other
four positions (p=.01) but were also different from each other at the
p=.01 level of significance.
Inspection of these data in Table 3 showed that the order of the
position means for increasing trial average total lateral sway power
was hip, ankle, chin, normal, foot, and knee.
Figure 3 shows the order of the individual subject means for
increasing trial average total lateral sway power. The numerical
values of the means are not presented in Figure 3, only the alphabetic
indications of position order. Inspection of Figure 3 further
indicated that the position variable had an effect. Eleven of twelve
possible times, the foot and knee positions had the highest total
TABLE 2
Results of Latin Squares ANOVA on TPDS
SOURCE df MS F TAIL
Prob.
SUBJECT 5 997181.3 9.44 .0000
ORDER 5 430255.8 4.07 .0012
POSITION 5 4880191.9 46.21 .0000
ERROR 704 105616.5
Table 3
Mean Total Lateral Sway Power by Position and Trial
Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Normal 267.15 285.35 276.25
Chin 319.86 218.45 269.16
Ankle 262.39 218.55 240.47
Knee 739.99 710.16 725.08
Hip 276.92
— .....
177.66 227.29
Foot 540.12 492.15 516.14
N=60 per trial-position
*n=120 per position
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lateral sway powers. Five out of six times the knee position had the
greatest total lateral sway power. Four out of six ti^s the foot
position had the next to greatest total lateral sway power. Only once,
and only for one subject, did the total lateral sway power in the foot
position exceed that found in the knee position.
B. Analysis of Position with Regard to Trial .
1. Trial Effect
. Table 4 presents the results of an
ANOVA on TPDS for the main effects of position and trial. The F-test
showed the position effect to be highly significant (p<.0001) while the
trial effect was determined to be significant at the p=.0440 level.
Using the mean squared error from Table 4 and the Total Lateral
Sway Power means for Trial and position from Table 5, Dunnett's Test
for paired comparisons was performed to determine which positions had a
difference between trials. Dunnett's test yielded no significant
differences at the p=.01 level for trial differences for any position
mean. However, the chin position trial means showed a difference
between trials at the p=.05 level of significance while the hip
position trial means trended towards a difference at the p=.05 level.
None of the other position trial means were statistically significant.
The mean squared error for the Latin Squares ANOVA is a more sensitive
estimate of the total variance in the data set. If the mean squared
error from the Latin Squares Analysis in Table 2 is used to perform
Dunnett's Test, only the chin and hip trial means were statistically
different at the p=.05 level.
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Ccnparison of Position Main Effect by Trial . The Latin
Squares ANOVA in Table 2 showed a highly significant main effect of
position in TPDS with the data averaged across trial. Application of
the Newman-Keuls test to TPDS showed which position means were
different from each other without regard to trial. Using the mean
squared error from Table 4 and the mean values of total lateral sway
power for position and trial from Table 3, Newman-Keuls Tests were
performed to determine which position means varied significantly from
each other within individual trials.
The Newman-Keuls test on the Trial 1 means yielded no significant
difference among the normal, chin, ankle and hip position means at the
p=.05 level. The foot and knee position means were significantly
different from the other position means as well as significantly
different from each other at the p=.01 level. Identical statistical
results were determined for the Trial 2 position means.
Inspection of the position means by trial in Table 3 showed that
the order of position means in terms of increasing total lateral sway
power for each trial in the experiment was:
Trial 1 - Ankle, Normal, Hip, Chin, Foot, Knee
Trial 2 - Hip, Chin, Ankle, Normal, Foot, Knee
By comparison, averaging the Trial 1 and Trial 2 data yielded the
following order of increasing total lateral sway power: hip, ankle,
chin, normal, foot, knee. The foot and knee position means maintained
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Figure 3. Overall Order of Individual Subject Position Means
for Increasing Total Lateral Sway Power. Experimental Positions are
indicated by the following legend: A-Normal; B-chin; C-ankle; D-Knee
E-Hip; F-Foot.
SIX SUBJECT MEAN E
SUBJECT 1 E
SUBJECT 2 A
SUBJECT 3 E
SUBJECT 4 B
SUBJECT 5 B
SUBJECT 6 C
C B A F D
C B A F D
C E B F D
A C B F D
E F C A D
E C A D F
A B E F D
" >
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TABLE 4
Results of ANOVA for Position and Trial in TPDS
Source
POSITION
TRIAL
ERROR
df
713
MS
4880191.85
462452.09
42.94
4.07
TAIL
Prob.
0.0000
.0440
113644.85
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a constant position in the order for both trials, considered either
separately, or averaged. The order of the other position means was
observed to be different for each trial with each trial different frcm
the overall average position mean order. Interestingly, in Trial 2,
the hip position mean is the lowest mean for any trial for any
position. The effect of the low Trial 2 hip mean was to shift the
overall average hip mean position to the lowest mean position.
The chin position mean in Trial 1 is the largest mean of the normal,
chin, ankle and hip positions for either trial. Inspection of the
individual position means for each subject for the chin and hip
positions showed that Subject 3 had an extremely high chin position
mean for Trial 1 which would drive the statistical trial difference
seen for the overall chin position. Meanwhile, Subjects 2 and 4 showed
difference of 300% and nearly 200% between Trial 1 and Trial 2 means
which accounts for a large part of the statistical trial difference
seen for the overall hip position.
Among Trial 1, Trial 2 and the overall position means, the position
means remained grouped in their three statistically significant groups
with shifts in mean order occurring only within a group, but without a
change in statistical significance.
Analysis of Main Effect for Order of Presentation for Total Lateral
Sway Power
40
A
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Analysis of Order of Presentation without Regard to THai .
The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 2 showed a highly significant main
effect for order of presentation (p<.0001). Using the mean squared
error from Table 2 and the averaged total lateral sway power for order
of presentation collapsed over trial from Table 5, a Newman-Keuls test
for multiple comparisons was performed to determine which experimental
"orders of presentation" were different from each other. The test
showed a difference at the p=.01 level of significance between the
means of the third and fourth orders of presentation and the means of
the first and fourth orders of presentation. There were no other
statistically significant differences among the other means.
Inspection of the averaged order of position means collapsed over
trial in Table 5 showed that the order of the "order of presentation"
means in terms of increasing total lateral sway power was: Order 3,
Order 1, Order 5, Order 6, Order 2, Order 4. Statistically significant
differences between means appeared only among the two lowest means and
the highest mean for order of presentation.
B « Comparison of Order of Presentation Effect Within Trials.
The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 2 showed a highly significant main
effect of "order of presentation" in TPDS with the data averaged across
trial. Analysis of variance for order of presentation and trial
effects yielded a trial effect at the p=.0744 level of significance.
Using the mean squared error from Table 2 and the mean values of Total
Lateral Sway Power for Order of Presentation from Table 5, Newman-Keuls
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Tests were performed to determine which "order of presentation" means
varied signficantly from each other within individual trials.
The Newman-Keuls Test applied to the Trial 1 "order of
presentation" means yielded a statistical difference at the p=.01 level
of signficance between the means of the third and fourth orders of
presentation and between the means of first and fourth orders of
presentation. At the p=.05 level of signficance, a statistical
difference between the means of the third and sixth orders of
presentation existed in addition to those previously indicated. There
were no other statistically significant differences among the other
means.
Application of the Newman-Keuls Test to the Trial 2 order of
presentation means yielded no statistically significant differences
among the means at the p=.05 level of signficance.
Inspection of the order of presentation means by Trial in Table 5
showed that the order of the "order of presentation" means in terms of
increasing total lateral sway power for each trial in this experiment
was:
Trial 1: Order 3, Order 1, Order 5, Order 2, Order 6, Order 4.
Trial 2: Order 3, Order 6, Order 1, Order 5, Order 2, Order 4.
By comparison, averaging the Trial 1 and Trial 2 data yielded the
following increasing order of "order of presentation" total lateral
sway power: Order 3, Order 1, Order 5, Order 6, Order 2, Order 4.
The third and fourth orders of presentation maintained, respectively,
the least and largest total lateral sway power means in both trials
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regardless of statistical significance.
The order of the other "order of presentation" means is observed to be
mixed with the sixth order of presentation moving from fifth largest in
Trial 1 to second largest in Trial 2. The remaining orders of
presentation maintaining their respective although shifted sequences
.
Note that order of presentation mean six was not different from the
other order of presentation means by virtue of being the last order of
presentation.
Using the mean squared error from Table 2 and the order of
presentation means from TAble 5, Dunnett's Test was applied to
determine if a trial effect existed between Trial 1 and Trial 2 for
each individual order of presentation.
Order of presentation six showed a statistically significant
difference (p .025) between trials with Trial 2 exhibiting 31 percent
less total lateral sway power than Trial 1. All other order of
presentation means showed no statistically significant difference at
the p=.05 level.
Half Band Lateral Sway Power Analysis
The lateral sway frequency spectrum considered by the original data
set spanned the frequency band from 0.039-2.500 Hz. For the Half Band
Lateral Sway Power Analysis, each segment of the original data set was
divided in half to obtain estimates of lateral sway power in two
frequency bands from 0.039-1.250 Hz. and from 1.289-2.500 Hz.
TABLE 5
Mean Total Lateral Sway Power for Order of Presentati
Order Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial Average**
1 325.68 340.75 333.22
2 414.82 365.13 389.97
3 292.30 299.00 295.66
4 519.90 425.67 472.79
5 398.27 357.88 378.08
6 455.47 313.88 384.68
*n=60/trial-order
**n=120/order
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Frequency smoothing was performed separately on each of these frequency
bands for each segment of the original data set to obtain estimates of
the average lateral sway power in that spectrum. The data sets thus
derived consisted of 120 separate power density estimates in each
frequency band for each experimental position (10 for each of two data
collection trials of balanced lateral sway on the sway platform for
each of six subjects). These data sets will hereafter be designated Fl
for data or analysis results related to the frequency band 0.039-1.250
Hz and F2 for data or analysis results related to the frequency band
1.289-2.500 Hz.
Both Fl and F2 were subjected to an ANOVA using a Latin Squares
statistical model. A trial variable was not separated in this
analysis. The ANOVA results for Fl and F2 are shown in Table 6. Table
7 contains the means for each position and trial for the two data
sets. The Latin Squares analysis showed the Fl main effect for subject
and position to be significant at the p<.0001 level and the Fl main
effect for order of presentation to be significant at the p=0.0009
level. For F2, the main effect for subject was significant at the
p<.0001 level while the main effect for position was significant at the
p=.0008 level. However, in F2, the main effect of order of
presentation was found to be statistically insignificant.
Analysis of Main Effect of Position for Fl and F2
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A. Analysis of Position Effect Without Regard to Trial .
Data Set Fl. The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 6A showed a
highly significant main effect of position in Fl. Using the mean
squared error from Table 6A and the trial average half-band lateral
sway power means from Table 7A, a Newman-Keuls test was performed on
Data Set Fl to determine which experimental positions were
statistically different from each other. The Newman-Keuls test showed
that the Fl Half-Band lateral sway power experimental position means
were divided into three statistically different groups (p=.01 or
p=.05). The test demonstrated no statistical differences among the
normal, chin, ankle and hip position means at the p=.01 or p=.05 levels
of significance. However, the knee and foot position means were not
only statistically different from the other four position means (p=.01),
but were also different from each other at the p=.01 level of
significance.
Inspection of Table 7A showed that the order of position means for
increasing trial average Fl half band lateral sway power was hip,
ankle, chin, normal, foot and knee. Inspection of the individual
subject position means for increasing trial average Fl half-band
lateral sway power showed the means to be the same as those in Figure 3
for Total Lateral Sway Power with the following exceptions:
Subject 2: interchange B and E
Subject 5: interchange B and E
TABLE 6
Results of Latin Squares ANOVA on Half Band
Lateral Sway Power Data Sets Fl and F2
Data Set Fl
SOURCE df MS F TAIL
PROB.
SUBJECT 5 3979045.50 10.23 .0000
ORDER 5 1640653.60 4.22 .0009
POSITION 5 18132096.72 46.63 0.0000
ERROR 704 388869.64
(B) Data Set F2
SOURCE df MS F TAIL
PROB.
SUBJECT 5 79691.38 11.28 .0000
ORDER 5 4139.80 .59 .7107
POSITION 5 30019.32 4.25 .0008
ERROR 704 7063.09
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Table 7
Mean Half-Band Total Lateral Sway Power by Position and Trial for Data
Sets Fl and F2
(A) Data Set Fl
Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Normal 506.91 540.66 523.78
Ankle 617.39 393.24 505.31
Chin 473.68 407.29 440.48
Knee 1395.87 1371.38 1383.62
Hip 504.73 334.09 419.41
Foot 1025.11 916.91 971.01
* n=60/Trial-Position
** n=120/position
(B) Dc
Trial 1*
ita Set F2
Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Normal 27.39 30.03 27.71
Ankle 22.33 43.66 33.00
Chin 51.11 29.81 40.46
Knee 84.12 48.94 66.53
Hip 49.11 21.24 35.18
Foot 55.14 67.40 61.27
* rF60/Trial-position
** n=120/position
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Inspection of Figure 3 with the above interchanges included
further indicated that the position variable had an effect; in fact,
the same effect as that given for the Total Lateral Sway Power Analysis
interpretation of Figure 3. That is, eleven of twelve possible times,
the foot and knee positions had the highest total Fl half-band lateral
sway power means. Five of six times the knee position had the greatest
Fl half-band lateral sway power means. Four of six times the foot
position had the next to greatest Fl half-band lateral sway power
means. Only once and for one subject did an Fl half-band lateral sway
power mean in the foot position exceed that in the knee position. The
remaining position means were mixed in order for each subject with one
possible exception. The hip position means for three subjects had the
least Fl half-band lateral sway power.
Data Set F2
. The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 6B showed a
highly significantly main effect for position in F2. Using the mean
squared error from Table 6B and trial average half-band lateral sway
power position means from Table 7B, a Neman-Keuls test was performed on
Data Set F2 to determine which experimental position means were
statistically different from each other. The test revealed no
statistical differences among the normal, chin, ankle, knee, hip and
foot position means at the p=.01 level of significance with only one
exception. There was a difference between the normal and knee position
means (p=.01). However, the Newman-Keuls test showed that the F2 half
band lateral sway power experimental position means were divided into
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two statistically different groups at the p=.05 level of significance.
At p=.05 there were no differences among the normal, chin, ankle and
hip position means. However, the foot and knee position means were
different from all other position means (p=.05), but not different from
each other.
Inspection of Table 7B showed that the order of the position means
for increasing trial average F2 half-band lateral sway power was
normal, chin, hip, ankle, foot and knee.
Figure 4 depicts the F2 individual subject position means.
Inspection of the individual subject position means for increasing
trial average F2 half-band lateral sway power showed the ordering of
the position means to be more mixed and of much different order than
for Fl and TPDS. (Figure 3). However, there appeared a tendency for
the foot and knee positions to have the highest F2 half-band lateral
sway power means (9 of 12 possible times).
B. Analysis of Position Effects with Regard to Trial .
1. Trial Effects.
Data Set Fl . An ANOVA was performed on the Fl data set
to determine the main effects for position and trial. The F-test showed
the position effect to be highly significant (p<.0001) while the trial
effect was significant at the p=.0540 level (MS(Trial )=1563697.87;
MS(error) =421169. 74 ) . Using the mean squared error from Table 6A and the
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Figure 4. Overall Order of Individual Subject Position Means For
Increasing F2 Half Band Lateral Sway Power. The following symbols
represent the indicated positions: A-Normal; B-Chin; C-Ankle; D-Knee;
E-Hip; F-Foot.
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Fl half band lateral sway power means from Table 7A, Dunnett's test for
pair comparisons was performed to determine which position means had a
difference between trials. Dunnett's test yielded a significant
statistical difference between trial means for the chin position alone
(p=.025).
Data Set F2
. An ANOVA was performed on the Fl data to
determine the main effects for position and trial. The F-test showed the
position effect to be significant (p=.0014) while the trial effect was
not significant (p=.2159) (MS (trial) =11577. 74; MS (error) =7545. 58 )
.
Dunnett's test was not performed on the trial means in Table 7B because
the F-test was not significant (Weiner, 1962).
2. Comparisons for Position Main Effect by Trial .
Data Set Fl
. Using the mean squared error from Table 6
A
and mean values for the Fl half band lateral sway power positions in
Table 7A, Newman-Keuls tests were performed to determine which position
means varied significantly from each other within individual trials
The tests on Fl Trial 1 position means yielded no significant
differences among the normal, chin, ankle and hip position means
(p=.05). The foot and knee position means were significantly different
from the other position means (p=.01) and trended towards a difference
between each other (p=.01). The foot and knee position means were
significantly different at the p=.05 level.
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Identical statistical results were determined for the Fl Trial 2
position means except that a difference between the foot and knee
positions existed at the p=.01 or p=.05 levels of significance.
Inspection of the Fl Trial position means in Table 7A showed that
the order of the position means in terms of increasing lateral sway
power was:
Trial 1: Ankle, Hip, Normal, Chin, Foot, Knee
Trial 2: Hip, Chin, Ankle, Normal, Foot, Knee
By comparison averaging the Fl Trial 1 and Trial 2 data yielded the
following order of increasing lateral sway power: Hip, Ankle, Chin,
Normal, Foot, Knee. The Foot and Knee position means are seen to
maintain a constant position in the order for both trials considered
separately or averaged. The order of the other position means was
different for each trial as well as from the overall average.
Among the Fl Trial 1, Trial 2 and overall means, the position means
remained divided into three statistically different groups with shifts in
mean order occurring only within a group without change in statistical
significance.
Data Set F2
. Using the mean squared error from Table 6B
and the mean values for the F2 half band lateral sway power from Table
7B, Newman-Keuls tests were performed to determine which position means
varied significantly from each other within individual trials.
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The tests on F2 Trial 1 position means yielded a difference (p=.01)
between the normal and knee positions only. The normal, chin, ankle, hip
and foot positions were not statistically different at the p=.01 level.
At the p=.05 level, there was no difference among the normal, chin, ankle
and hip positions. However, the foot and knee position means were now
different from the others, but not different from each other.
The tests on F2 Trial 2 position means yielded no significant
difference among the Normal, Chin, Ankle, Hip and Knee position means at
the p=.05 level. Difference existed between the hip and foot position
means (p-.05 level).
Inspection of the F2 Trial position means in Table 7B showed that
the order of the position means in terms of increasing lateral sway power
was:
Trial 1: Chin, Normal, Hip, Ankle Foot, Knee
Trial 2: Hip, Ankle, Normal, Chin, Knee, Foot
By comparison, averaging the F2 Trial 1 and Trial 2 data yielded the
following order of increasing lateral sway power: Normal, Chin, Hip,
Ankle, Foot, Knee with the foot and knee positions different from the
others but not from themselves (p=.05).
While the position means appeared to be divided into two groups,
the order of the means in the groups was slightly different between
trials (not statistically different). That is, the foot and knee
positions changed groups between individiual trial and the overall
average. On the average, the knee position retained the highest lateral
sway power mean. However, there appeared to be a tendency for the
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differences among all the means to become generally reduced in the F2
higher frequency band for either trial.
Analysis of Main Effect for Order of Presentation for Fl and F7
Without Regard to Trial .
Data Set Fl. The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 6A yielded a
significant order of presentation effect for Data Set Fl (p=.0009).
Using the mean squared error from Table 6A and the trial average means
for order of presentation from Table 8A, Newman-Keuls tests were
performed to determine which expermental "order of presentation" means
were different from each other. The test showed a difference between
the means of the third and fourth orders of presentation and the means
of the first and fourth orders of presentation at the p=.01 level of
significance. These findings remained constant at the p=.05 level of
significance. There was no statistical difference among orders of
presentation one, two, three, five and six. Inspection of the trial
average means for order of presentation in Table 8A indicated that the
order of the means in terms of increasing lateral sway power was: order
3, order 1, order 5, order 6, order 2, and order 4. Statistically
significant differences in the means appeared only between the two
lowest means and the highest mean for order of presentation. Order 6,
the last order of presentation had the fourth highest overall lateral
sway power. Interestingly, the middle range (third and fourth) of the
orders of presentation had the highest and lowest lateral sway pwoer in
the overall average.
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Data Set F2. The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 6B did not
yield a significant order of presentation effect for F2 (p=.7l07)
indicating no statistical difference among orders of presentation
means. Therefore, no Newman-Keuls tests were performed on F2 (Weiner,
1962).
Inspection of Table 8B trial average means for order of presentation
indicated that the order of the means in terms of increasing lateral
sway power was: order 2, order 3, order 6, order 5, order 1, and order
4. Order 4 remained the order of presentation with the highest lateral
sway power as seen in Data Set Fl and the Total Lateral Sway Power
Analysis (TPDS). Order 3, however, was next to lowest instead of
lowest in lateral sway power as noted previously. Order 6, the last of
the positions presented, exhibited a lateral sway power very close to
the lowest powers, which does not indicate any fatigue effects in this
frequency range.
Analysis of Main Effect for Order of Presentation for Fl and F2
With Regard to Trial .
Data Set Fl
. An ANOVA performed on Data Set Fl for main effects of
order of presentation and trial yielded a significant order of
presentation effect (p=.0097) but no significant trial effect Cp=.0878)
(MS( trial) =1568697. 87; MS (error) =536818. 01 )
.
Dunnett's test was not applied to the Fl order of presentation
means in Table 8A to determine trial differences, because the F-test
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was not significant (Weiner, 1962). However, it should be noted that
order of presentation 6 had 32 percent less power in Trial 2 as
compared to Trial 1. Because trial differences were not indicated,
Newman-Keuls tests were not performed on the individual trial data to
determine differences within trials, because these differences would be
essentially the same as those for the overall trial average analysis
and would provide no new information.
Inspection of the trial means in Table 8A, indicated that order 3
and order 4 retained their respective lowest and highest lateral sway
power mean positions in Fl for both trials. Order 6 had the next to
the highest lateral sway power in Trial 1 and the next to the lowest in
Trial 2.
Data Set F2
.
An ANOVA performed on Data Set F2 for main effects of
order of presentation and trial yielded no significant order of
presentation effect (p=. 07493) and no significant trial effect
(p=.2213) (MS (trial) =11577. 74; MS (error) =7727. 06) . Dunnet's test was
not applied to the F2 order of presentation means in Table 8B to
determine trial differences since the F-test was not significant.
Because no trial differences were indicated, Newman-Keuls tests were
not performed on the individual trial data to determine differences
within trials, because these differences would be essentially the same
as those for the overall trial average data and would provide no new
information.
TABLE 8
Mean Half Band Total Lateral Sway Power for Order of Presentati
Data Sets Fl and F2
Data Set Fl
Order Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial Average**
1 618.32 620.65 619.49
z
"7"7Q OO//o.oo 708.98 743.93
J jjj. bU 564. 26 549.93
4 809. 50 892.07
-J / JZ . DZ O/0.04 711.28
OUJ • / u
-»yu. ±4 726.92
(B)
Order Trial 1*
Data Set F2
Trial 2* Trial Average**
1 33.04 60.86 46.95
2
3
50.75 21.29 36.02
49.00 33.76 41.38
4 65.16 41.84 53.50
5 44.01 45.73 44.87
6 47.24 37.62 42.43
*n=60/trial-order
*n=120/order
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Inspection of the trial means in Table 8B indicated that order 3
did not retain its previous position of lowest lateral sway power in
the F2 frequency band in either trial. Order 4 retained its previous
position of highest lateral sway power in Trial 1, but not in Trial 2,
where it was 36 percent less. Order 6 maintained a median level of
lateral sway power in both trials in this frequency band.
Third-Band Lateral Sway Power Analysis
.
The lateral sway frequency spectrum defined by the original data
set (0.039-2.500 Hz.) was divided into three frequency bands based on
power spectral break frequencies observed by Powell (1981). Powell
(1981) found that the power spectrum curves for normal upright
blindfolded balanced stance could be fit by three straight lines.
These were thought to suggest two or three possible but unidentified
sensory functions which might underlie sway pattern behavior. Each
segment of the original data set was divided into three bands to
determine if any lateral sway power spectral pattern could be
identified for the various positions. The three bands were 0.039-0.313
Hz, 0.359-1.719 Hz and 1.758-2.500 Hz.
Frequency smoothing was performed separately on each of these
frequency bands for each segment of the original data set to obtain
estimates of the average lateral sway power in the associated frequency
band. The data sets thus derived consisted of 120 separate power
density estimates in each frequency band for each experimental position
(10 for each of bwo data collection trials of balanced lateral sway on
the sway platform for each of six subjects).
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The data sets will hereafter be designated F31 for the data
analysis results related to the frequency band 0.039-0.313 Hz; F32 for
the data or analysis results related to the frequency band
0.359-1.719 Hz and F33 for the data or analysis results related to the
frequency band 1.758-2.500 Hz.
F31, F32 and F33 were subjected to an ANOVA using a Latin Squares
statistical model. A trial variable was not separated in this
analysis. The ANOVA results are shown in Table 9. Table 10 contains
the means for each position and trial for the three data sets.
The Latin Squares analysis showed the subject and position
variables for F31 and F32 to be highly significant (p<.0001) while the
order of presentation variable was significant at the p=.0001 level for
F31 and at the p=.0031 level for F32. On the other hand, F33 showed
only significant subject differences (p<.0001). However, neither the
order of presentation or position variables for F33 were statistically
significant. These results suggest that sensory or balance mechanisms
are operating for some positions and orders in the lower and middle
frequency bands but not in the higher frequency bands. Further, based
on the F-ratio, the mechanism would seem to be most active in the F32
middle frequency band.
TABLE 9
Results of Latin Squares ANOVA on Third-Band Lateral SwayPower Data Sets F31, F32 and F33
(A) Data Set F31
Source df MS F TAIL
PROB.
SUBJECT 5 36694760.76 7.81
.0000
ORDER 5 25802185.88 5.49
.0001
POSITION 5 106563187.59 22.69 0.0000
ERROR 704 4696946.67
(B) Data Se t F32
SOURCE df
5
MS F TAIL
PROB.
SUBJECT 1093902.97 23.71 0.0000
ORDER 5 166395.68 3.61 .0031
POSITION
ERROR
5 2587520.58 56.08 0.0000
704 46138.25
TABLE 9 (oon't)
(C) Data Set F33
SOURCE df MS F TAIL
PROB.
SUBJECT 5 49615.56 8.09 .0000
ORDER 5 3155.23
.51 .7654
POSITION 5 10110.90 1.65 .1449
ERROR 704 6132.26
Table 10
Mean Third-Band Lateral Sway Power for Position and
Trial for Data Sets F31, F32 and F33
Data Set F31
Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Normal 1493.17 1562.35 1527.76
Chin 1904.85 1011.40 1458.13
Ankle 1358.98 1061.48 1210.23
Knee 3477.03 3494.99 3486.01
Hip 1299.56 812.57 1056.07
Foot 2659.68 2413.90 2536.79
D
Trial 1*
ata Set F32
Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Normal 129.44 146.54 137.99
Chin 134.62 140.35 137.49
Ankle 139.30 138.57 138.93
Knee 507.08 471.00 489.04
Hip 184.88 124.02 154.95
Foot 345.95 311.75 325.85
Table 10 (oon't)
Data Set F33
Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Normal 24.63 24.39 24.51
Chin 19.30 41.84 30.57
Ankle 45.33 25.35 35.34
Knee 64.43 26.71 45.57
Hip 33.52 18.46 25.99
Foot 41.81 48.18 45.00
*N=60/trial position
**N=120/trial average
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Analysis of Main Effect of Position for F31, F32, and F33
.
A. Analysis of Position Effect Without Regard to Trial .
Data Set F31. The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 9 showed a
highly significant main effect of position in F31. Using the mean
squared error from Table 9 and the trial average third-band lateral
sway power means from Table 10, Newman-Keuls tests were performed on
Data Set F31 to determine which experimental positions were
statistically different from each other. The Newman-Keuls test showed
that the F31 position means were divided into three statistically
different groups (p=.01 or p=.05). The tests demonstrated no
statistical differences among the normal, chin, ankle and hip position
means at the p=.05 level of significance. However, the knee and foot
position means were not only statistically different from the other
four position means (p=.01) but were also different from each other
(p=.01).
Inspection of Table 10 showed that the order of the position
means for increasing trial average F31 lateral sway power was hip,
ankle, chin, normal, foot and knee. These same results were determined
earlier for the total lateral sway power and Fl half-band lateral sway
power analyses. This further suggests that particular balance control
mechanisms may be operating in the low frequency range.
Figure 5 shows the order of the individual subject position
means for increasing trial average F31 Third-Band Lateral Sway Power.
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Inspection of Figure 5 further suggested that the position variable had
an effect. Nine of twelve possible times, the foot and knee position
means had the highest average lateral sway power means. Five of six
times either the foot or knee position had the highest average lateral
sway power mean.
Data Set F32. The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 9B showed a
significant main effect of position in F32. Using the mean squared
error from Table 9B and the trial average third-band lateral sway power
means from Table 10B, Newman-Keuls tests were performed on Data Set F32
to determine which experimental positions were statistically different
from each other. The Newman-Keuls tests showed that the F32 position
means were divided into three statistically different groups (p=.01 or
p=.05). The tests demonstrated no statistical differences among the
normal, chin, ankle and hip position means at the p=.05 level of
significance. However, the knee and foot position means were not only
statistically different from the other four position means (p=.01) but
were also different from each other (p=.01).
Inspection of Table 9B showed that the order of the position means
for increasing trial average F32 lateral sway power was chin, normal,
ankle, hip, foot and knee.
Figure 6 depicts the F32 individual trial average subject
position means. Inspection of the individual subject position means
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For Increasing F31 Thfrd ute^l^ 1^ P°sition
symbols represent the Seated n^fSS "7 P°Wer ' ^e following
D-Knee; E-Hip; F-Foot
Positions: A-Normal; B-Chin; C-Ankle;
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Six Subject Average E C B A F D
Subject 1 E B C A F D
Subject 2 C A B E F D
Subject 3 E C A F D B
Subject 4 B F E C A D
Subject 5 E B C D A F
Subject 6 C A B E F D
>
INCREASING POWER
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Figure 6 Overall order of Individual Subject Position Means For
Increasing F32 Third Band Lateral Sway Power. The following symbols
represent the indicated positions: A-Normal; B-Chin; C-Ankle; D-Knee;
E-Hip; F-Foot.
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Six Subject Average
Subject 1
Subject 2
Subject 3
Subject 4
Subject 5
Subject 6
A B C E F D
C E A B F D
A C B E F D
A B E C F D
E C B F A D
A E B C F D
C E B A F D
>
INCREASING POWER
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for increasing trial average lateral sway power further indicated that
the position variable had an effect. The foot and knee positions
retained their highest lateral sway power position in eleven of twelve
possible times in the frequency band. The knee position had the
highest lateral sway power in every subject, while the foot position
was not highest in five of six subjects.
Data Set F33
.
No further analyses were conducted on F33
for position effect since the Latin Squares statistical analysis did
not show a significant position effect in F33.
B. Analysis of Position Effects With Regard to Trial.
!• Trial Effects.
Data Set F31
. An ANOVA was performed on the F31 data
set to determine the main effects for position and trial. The F-test
showed the position effect to be significant (p<0.0001) while the trial
effect was significant at the p=.0681 level (MS (trial) =16865219. 66;
MS (error) =5052272. 05). Using the mean squared error from Table 9A and
the F31 position means from Table 10A, Dunnett's test for paired
comparisons was performed to determine which position means were
different between trials. Only the chin position means were different
(p=.01) in this frequency range.
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Data Set F32. An ANOVA was performed on the F32 data
set to determine the main effects for position and trial. The F-test
showed the position effect to be significant (p=0.0001) while the trial
effect was not significant (p=.3002) (MS (trial) =58372. 61;
MS (error) =54311. 99).
Data Set F33. An ANOVA was performed on the F33 data
set to determine the main effects for position and trial. The F-test
showed that neither the position effect (p=.1642) nor the trial effect
(p=.2188) was statistically significant (MS (trial) =9710. 82;
MS (error) =6411. 29).
2. Comparisons for Position Main Effect by Trial .
Data Set F31
. Using the mean squared error from Table
9A and the respective trial means from Table 10A, Newman-Keuls tests
were performed to determine which position means varied significantly
from each other within individual trials.
The tests on the F31 Trial 1 position means yielded no significant
differences among the normal, chin, ankle, hip and foot position means
(p=.05). The knee position mean was found to be different from the
normal, ankle and hip position means (p=.01) and the chin position mean
(p=.05).
The tests on the F31 trial 2 position means yielded no significant
differences among the normal, chin, ankle, hip and foot position means
(p=.05) with one exception. There was a difference between the foot
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and hip position means at the p=.05 level of significance but not at
P=.01. The knee position mean was different fro* the normal, ankle,
chin, and hip positions (p=.01) and trended towards a difference with
the foot position (p=.05).
Inspection of the F31 trial position means in Table 10A showed that
the order of the position means in terms of increasing lateral sway
power was:
Trial 1: Hip, Ankle, Normal, Chin, Foot, Knee
Trial 2: Hip, Chin, Ankle, Normal, Foot, Knee
By comparison, the overall average trial means in order of increasing
lateral sway power were hip, ankle, chin, normal, foot and knee. The
hip, foot and knee position means maintained a stable ordered position
for both trials.
The trial position means for F31 were generally divided into two
statistically different groups with shifts in position mean order
occurring only within a group without change in statistical
significance for individual trials where the sample size was 60 per
position-trial. With the increased sample size frcm averaging the
trials (n=120/position)
, the overall position means divided into three
statistically significant groups with the increased statistical
sensitivity.
Data Set F32
. Using the mean squared error frcm Table
9B and the respective trial means from Table 10B, Newman-Keuls tests
were performed to determine which position means varied significantly
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from each other within individual trials.
The tests on the F32 Trial 1 position means yielded no significant
differences among the normal, chin, ankle and hip position means
(P=.05). The knee and foot position means were found to be different
from the other four positions and each other (p=.01).
The tests on F32 Trial 2 position means yielded results identical
to those in Trial 1.
Inspection of the F32 trial position means in Table 10B showed that
the order of position means in terms of increasing lateral sway power
was:
Trial 1: Normal, Chin, Ankle, Hip, Foot, Knee
Trial 2: Hip, Ankle, Chin, Normal, Foot, Knee
By comparison, the overall average trial means in order of increasing
lateral sway power were chin, normal, ankle, hip, foot and knee. The
trial position means for F32 were divided into three statistically
different groups with shifts in position mean order occurring only
within a group without change in statistical significance for each
trial.
Data Set F33
. Since no statistical significance was
determined for F33 position or trial effects, Newman-Keuls tests were
not applied to the individual trial position means or the overall
average position means (Weiner, 1962).
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A. Analysis for Main Effect of Order of Presentation for
F32 and F33 Without Regard to Trial
.
Data Set F31
.
The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 9A yielded
a significant order of presentation effect for Data Set F31 (p=.0001).
Using the mean squared error fron Table 9A and the trial average
means for order of presentation fron Table 11A, Newman-Keuls tests were
performed to determine which experimental "order of presentation" means
were different from each other. The tests showed no statistical
difference among the means for "orders of presentation" one, two,
three, five and six (p=.05). However, there was a difference between
the mean for order of presentation four and orders of presentation one,
three and five (p=.01) as well as two and six (p=.05).
Inspection of the trial average "order of presentation" means in
Table 11A indicated that the order of the means in terms of increasing
lateral sway power was Order 1, Order 3, Order 5, Order 6, Order 2 and
Order 4. Statistically significant differences appeared generally
between order 4 and all other orders of presentation. The first order
of presentation exhibited the lowest lateral sway power. The sixth
order of presentation had the fourth highest lateral sway power in this
frequency band.
Data Set F32
. The Latin Squares ANOVA in Table 9B yielded
a significant order of presentation effect for Data Set F32 (p=.0031).
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Using the mean squared error from Table 9B and the trial average
means for order of presentation from Table 11b, Newman-Keuls tests were
performed to determine which experimental "order of presentation" means
were different from each other. The tests showed a statistical
difference between orders of presentation three and five, and three and
six (p-.Ol) with an additional difference indicated between orders of
presentation three and one at the p=.05 level.
Inspection of the trial average "order of presentation" means in
Table 11B indicated that the order of the means in terms of increasing
lateral sway power was order 3 r order 4, order 2, order 1, order 5 and
order 6. The order 3 mean had the least lateral sway power. The means
for order 5 and order 1 are essentially identical with order 6, the
largest. The order 1 mean was only 7.9 percent lower in lateral sway
power than order 6. This suggests that although order 6 had the
highest trial average lateral sway power, its magnitude may not be
caused by fatigue by virtue of being the last one presented, because it
was not significantly different from four of the five order of
presentation means in this frequency range.
Data Set F33
. The Latin Squares AN0V7A in Table 9C did not
yield a significant order of presentation effect in F33 (p=.7654).
Inspection of the trial average order of presentation means in Table
HC showed that the order of the means in terms of increasing lateral
sway power was order 2, order 6, order 5, order 3, order 1 and order
4.
Table 11
Mean-Third Band Lateral Sway Power for Order ofPresentation for Data Sets F31, F32 and F33
Data Set F31
Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Order 1 1398.93 1525.64 1462.28
Order 2 2089.95 2030.79 2060.37
Order 3 1519.86 1487.35 1503.60
Order 4 3038.68 2393.62 2716.15
Order 5 1946.32 1533.45 1739.88
Order 6 2199.55 1385.84 1792.69
(B) Data Set F32
Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Order 1 255.50 237.63 246.56
Order 2 252.53 188.36 171.01
Order 3 158.39 183.63 171.01
Order 4 217.22 210.58 213.90
Order 5 257.94 277.24 267.59
Order 6 299.69 235.79 267.73
Table U (con't)
Data Set F33
Trial 1* Trial 2* Trial**
Average
Order 1 22.72 52.42 37.57
Order 2 36.86 17.05 26.96
Order 3 42.33 31.35 36.84
Order 4 57.22 25.65 41.43
Order 5 31.63 32.82 32.22
Order 6 38.26 25.66 31.96
*N=60/trial/order
**N=120/order
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^alYsis of Main Effect for Order of Presentation with
Regard to Trial.
Data Set F31. An ANOVA performed on Data Set F31 for main
effects of order of presentation and trial yielded a significant order
of presentation effect (p=.004) and an insignificant trial effect
(p=.0836) (MS (trial) =16865219. 66; MS (error) =5618618. 48)
.
Dunnett's test was not applied to the F31 "order of presentation"
means in Table HA to determine the presence of trial differences,
because the F-test was not significant.
Because trial differences were not indicated, Newman-Keuls tests
were not performed on the individual trial data to determine
differences within trials, because any differences indicated would be
essentially the same as those for the overall trial average analysis
and would provide no new information.
Inspection of the trial means in Table llA indicated that with the
exception of order 1, the lateral Sway power decreased from Trial 1 to
Trial 2. In the case of order 6, the Trial 1 to Trial 2 reduction in
lateral sway power was 37 percent, the greatest of the reductions.
Further, the Order 6, Trial 2 mean was the lowest lateral sway power
mean found in Trial 1 or Trial 2.
Data Set F32 . An ANOVA performed on Data Set F32 for main
effects of order of presentation and trial yielded a significant order
of presentation effect (p=.0407) and an insignificant trial effect
(p=.3658) (MS(trial)=58372.6); MS (error) =71290. 42)
.
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Dunnef s test was not applied to the F32 "order of presentation"
means in Table llB to determine the presence of trial differences,
because the F-test was not significant.
Because trial differences were not indicated, Newman-Keuls tests
were not performed on the individual trial data to determine order of
presentation differences within trials, because any differences
indicated would be essentially the same as those for the overall trial
average analysis and would provide no new information.
Inspection of the order of presentation trial means in Table 10B
showed that the lateral sway power declined from trial 1 to trial 2 in
four of six orders. Order 6 Trial 1 had the highest lateral sway power
mean of any order and trial for F32. The Order 6 mean declined 21
percent from Trial 1 to Trial 2.
Data Set F33. An ANOVA performed on Data Set F33 for main
effects of order of presentation and trial yielded an insignificant
order of presentation effect (p=.7850) and an insignifcant trial effect
(p=.2206) (MS (trial) =9710. 82; MS(error)=6460.07)
.
Because the F-test did not indicate order of presentation or trial
effects, Dunnef s test was not applied to determine trial differences
with an order of presentation, nor were Newman-Keuls tests applied to
the order of presentation means within individual trials.
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Original Data Set Lateral Sway Power Analyst-
This section presents the original data set for lateral sway power
which was used to derive Data Sets TPD3, PI, F2, F31, F32 and F33. The
original data set was obtained by Fast Fourier Transform analysis of
the raw analog sway data collected on the sway platform for the various
experimental positions and orders of presentation.
Each position curve consists of 64 individual estimates of lateral
sway power spectral density in 0.039 Hz frequency increments frcm
0.039-2.500 Hz. The curves presented are curves of average lateral
sway power over both trials and all subjects for each position or order
of presentation. Each point on each curve was derived frcm averaging
120 separate FFT power spectrum estimates in that frequency bin for
each experimental position or order of presentation (10 for each of two
data collection trials of balanced lateral sway on the sway platform
for each of six subjects).
A Latin Squares statistical analysis was not performed on the
Original Data Set because of the extremely lengthly and costly computer
computation time required (6000 seconds of central processor time) for
a data set of this size and complexity (46800 lines of data in a field
42 spaces wide)
.
Lengthy computation-time problems associated with power spectral
density analysis and associated statistical analysis are regularly
encountered in physics and astronomy. The Fast Fourier Transform
technique was developed essentially as a solution to reduce computer
calculation time to obtain power spectra. However, the use of the FFT
technique allowed the collection of many more spectra for statistical
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analysis from the same data which previously yielded a single power
spectrum estimate using standard auto-correlation mathematical
techniques (Bendat and Pierson, 1971; Stearns, 1975).
The statistical computation-time problem was resolved by developing
a confidence limits technique for application to power spectrum
estimates. The technique and a Table of Confidence Limits for
Autospectrum Evaluation are presented in Beauchamp and Yuen (1979) and
Bendat and Piersol (1971). As stated and illustrated in Beauchamp and
Yuen (1979), the confidence limit approach for comparing power spectral
estimate curves is performed by graphing the power spectra in decibels
(10 log C, where C is any real number greater than zero) and
calculating the confidence interval for those power spectra in
decibels. The confidence interval is indicated on the graph by a
vertical line whose height in decibels is equivalent to the width of
the confidence interval. Because decibels can be added directly,
statistical comparisons can be made quite rapidly visually or by using
calipers directly on the graph. This technique was used to determine
statistical differences for the mean curves of the original data set
presented herein.
For the previous data sets, Newman-Keuls tests were performed to do
pairwise comparisons among all possible pairs of experimental positions
and orders of presentation. For the original data set, paired
comparisons for statistical significance were made between the normal
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upright stance power spectrum as a control and each of the other five
positions. Five comparisons were made at a 99 percent confidence limit
with an individual level of significance per test of p=.01. This
approach is based on Bonfonerri's inequality such that the summary
decision reached for each set of comparisons has a significance level
equal to p=.05. (personal communication, A. Well).
The same statistical approach was used on the Original Data Set to
determine statistical significance for orders of presentation. In this
case tavo comparisons were made: one between order of presentation one
and order of presentation six to check for fatigue effects, and one
between the highest and lowest orders of presentation means in a given
frequency bin to determine if any difference existed within the lateral
sway power envelope.
Analysis of Main Effect of Position in the Original Data Set
Without Regard to Trial .
Figure 7 presents the overall average lateral sway power mean
curves for the frequency range 0.039-2.500 Hz. Inspection and analysis
of Figure 7 using the confidence limits method showed that the effects
of position with normal vertical upright stance as the comparison
control varied with frequency. The foot and knee position means were
generally significantly different from the normal upright stance
position mean except in the 0.039-0.156 Hz. frequency range. In that
range, only the knee position mean exhibited a significant difference
from the normal upright stance position mean. However, the knee and
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foot position means, respectively, were generally the largest position
means.
Inspection of the position mean curves indicated that the chin,
ankle and hip position means were not different from the normal upright
stance position mean. m fact, the normal, chin, ankle and hip
position mean curves were generally spanned ever most of the frequency
range by the 99 percent confidence limit interval of 2.66 decibels.
An additional statistical test using the confidence limits method
at the p=.01 level indicated that the foot and knee positions were
different from each other in the 0.703-0.898 Hz. frequency range only.
The same test at the p=.05 level indicated that the foot and knee
positions were different from each other in the 0.469-0.938 Hz range.
No difference was indicated in the lower or higher frequency ranges
between the foot and knee position lateral sway power means.
To check these results, a supporting set of Latin Squares and
position and trial ANOVA's was performed on the Original Data Set with
the lateral sway power spectrum divided into and frequency smoothed
over 0.50 Hz increments from 0.039-2.500 Hz. The results of these
analyses coupled with Dunnet's tests for paired comparisons supported
the confidence limits statistical findings throughout the frequency
spectrum for the differences between the normal position mean and the
chin, ankle, hip, foot and knee position means. However, a Dunnet's
test with k=2 or k=10 in the frequency smoothed spectrum between
0.039-0.500 Hz yielded a significant difference between the knee and
foot position means at the p=.005 level. Subsequent application of
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tattt*. test (M, to differences between the knee and foot position
means for selected individual frequency bins in the 0.039-0.500 Hz
range (MS(error)=2035636.32; df<error)=704> yielded, in general,
differences ranging in level of significance frcn, p=.05 to p=.005.
Dumetf. test with k=2 or k=10 applied to the frequency soothed
spectrum between 0.508-.977 Hz yielded a significant difference between
the knee and foot position means at the p=.005 level. Subsequent
application of Dunnetfs test (k=2) to the knee a«3 foot position means
for selected individual frequency bins in the 0.508=0.977 Hz range
(MS(error)=84097.22,df(error)=704) yielded differences at the p<.005
level.
This suggests that a difference existed between the foot and knee
positions for all frequencies from 0.039-0.977 Hz frequency range.
Further application of Dunnetfs test (k=2) to selected frequency bins
in the 1.016-1.523 Hz frequency range, using the results from a
repeated measures ANOVA for position effects (MS(error )=19624.05;
df( error) =704) in a frequency smoothed spectrum from 1.016-1.523 Hz,
yielded a significant difference between the foot and knee position
means for the frequency range from 1.016-1.250 Hz only. The knee and
foot position means were not different from each other in the remainder
of the frequency range from 1.289-1.523 Hz and from 1.563-2.500 Hz. It
was concluded, therefore, that the foot and knee position means were
significantly different over the 0.039-1.250 Hz frequency spectrum.
Analysis of Main Effect of Position in the Original Data Set with
Regard to Trial Differences
.
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Statistical tests for trial effects were performed on the Original
Data Set using the power spectral density confidence limits method. A
supporting check was performed using an ANOVA for the main effects of
position and trial on the Original Data Set with the lateral sway power
spectrum divided into and frequency smoothed over 0.50 Hz increments.
Application of the confidence limits method to determine
differences in the averaged position lateral sway power means between
trials showed that the normal and foot position trial means had no
trial difference (p=.05) over the frequency spectrum, whereas chin,
ankle, and knee position means showed a trend toward trial difference
(p=.05) only in the higher frequency range generally from 2.000-2.500
Hz. On the other hand, the hip position means showed a trend toward
trial differences (p=.05) only in a small range of frequencies between
1.055-1.719 Hz. Over those ranges where significant trial differences
occurred, the Trial 2 mean lateral sway power density for a position
mean was less than that for Trial 1 with the exception of the chin
position mean.
The specific frequency ranges where trial effects were observed
were:
Chin position: 2.227-2.500 Hz
Ankle position: 2.305-2.500 Hz
Knee position: 1.914-2.500 Hz
Hip position: 1.055-1.719 Hz
The ANOVA on the 0.50 Hz frequency smoothed data yielded no trial
difference (p=.05) for any position means in the frequency range
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Figure 7 Average Experimental Lateral Sway Power Means for the
Original Data Set. The following legend identifies the experimental
position curves as follows:
(A) A = Normal: J—1 i 1 i
B = Chin: 5—C
—
Z—«=—
*"
D = Knee: •—• •
—
——
•
F = Foot: *-— • —
(B) C = Ankle: •—•— • — • *
E = Hip: •— —
The vertical bar marked p=99% represents the 99% confidence
interval.
Its magnitude is 2.66 dB. The vertical bar would be 2.20 dB
in
magnitude for the 95% confidence limit.
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0.039-1.992 Hz. Tnis supported the confidence limits findings. An
overall trial difference was also detected in the 2.031-2.500 Hz
frequency range (p=.0216). Application of Dunnett's tests (M) for
paired comparisons within individual positions for trial differences in
the position means did not yield a difference (p=.05) between trials
for the frequency smoothed individual position mean data in the
2.031-2.500 Hz region. Inspection of the original data set position
mean curves graphed by trial showed that the Trial 2 lateral sway power
means were considerably less than the Trial 1 means for the ankle and
knee position means, and greater than Trial 1 means for the chin
position. The remaining position means were generally quite close in
magnitude in this frequency region. The trial significance indicated
by the F-test, therefore, was the overall trend for some of the
positions to have less lateral sway power for the second trial although
the trial means within positions were not individually significantly
different for the frequency smoothed data. The differences between
Trial 1 and Trial 2 for the ankle, chin and knee position means could
have been caused by a practice effect, a chance occurrence, or the
small subject population.
Application of Dunnett's test (k=2) to selected individual
frequency bins in the original data set using the mean squared error
for the 2.031-2.500 Hz frequency smoothed spectrum as an estimate of
the variance for individual bins (MS(error)=28757.12; df( error) =714)
did not yield significant differences between trial means within a
position in the 2.031-2.500 Hz frequency region. Given the above
findings from the two statistical approaches used, it would be
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0.039-1.992 Hz. This supported the confidence limits findings. An
overall trial difference was also detected in the 2.031-2.500 Hz
frequency range (p=.0216). Application of Dunnett's tests (k=2) for
paired comparisons within individual positions for trial differences in
the position means did not yield a difference (p=.05) between trials
for the frequency smoothed individual position mean data in the
2.031-2.500 Hz region. Inspection of the original data set position
mean curves graphed by trial showed that the Trial 2 lateral sway power
means were considerably less than the Trial 1 means for the ankle and
knee position means, and greater than Trial 1 means for the chin
position. The remaining position means were generally quite close in
magnitude in this frequency region. The trial significance indicated
by the F-test, therefore, was the overall trend for some of the
positions to have less lateral sway power for the second trial although
the trial means within positions were not individually significantly
different for the frequency smoothed data. The differences between
Trial 1 and Trial 2 for the ankle, chin and knee position means could
have been caused by a practice effect, a chance occurrence, or the
small subject population.
Application of Dunnett's test (k=2) to selected individual
frequency bins in the original data set using the mean squared error
for the 2.031-2.500 Hz frequency smoothed spectrum as an estimate of
the variance for individual bins (MS(error) =28757. 12; df( error) =714)
did not yield significant differences between trial means within a
position in the 2.031-2.500 Hz frequency region. Given the above
findings from the two statistical approaches used, it would be
reasonable to conclude that while there may be a general trend towards
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the 2.031-2.500 Hz region, there were no radical differences which
would preclude averaging the data from the two trials in any of the
positions. Further, because the ankle and chin positions are not
abnormal positions and could be expected to be relatively practiced,
the occurrence of trial differences could be interpreted as a chance
occurrence. The knee position difference between trials could be
caused by practice effect because only the highest frequency region was
concerned and this is not thought to be a normally maintained
position.
Separate analyses for position effects within the Trial 1 and
Trial 2 data of the Original Data Set were not conducted because trial
differences either did not exist in the 0.039-1.992 Hz. frequency
region or were not interpreted to exist in the 2.031-2.500 Hz frequency
region.
Comparison of Bode Plot Break frequencies among the Experimental
Positions.
Powell (1981) found differences between the normal blindfolded
standing lateral sway power density spectrum of athletic and sedentary
subjects which suggested the underlying operation of different sensory
systems in a frequency range above 1.7 Hz. Analysis of his Bode plots,
indicated that two breakfrequencies appeared to occur for the sedentary
subject, i.e., one at 0.35 Hz and the other at 1.7 Hz, while a
breakfrequency for athletic subjects was indicated in the 0.35 Hz range
with none strongly indicated at the higher frequency. By implication,
manipulation of position and, therefore, sensory input might introduce
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different sensory systems. Visual inspection of the Figure 8 Bode
plots for the experimental position showed that the position curves
while displaced from each other were generally parallel.
The normal, chin, ankle, knee, hip and foot position curves showed that
an upper breakfrequency occurred in the 0.30 to 0.50 Hz region. A
lower breakfrequency was not clearly indicated for the normal, hip,
knee, and foot positions. The chin position curve might have a
breakpoint in the vicinity of 1.75 Hz. and the ankle position curve
might have a breakpoint around 0.7 Hz.
The position curves in Figure 8 did not strongly support or suggest
the operation of separate sensory systems at different frequencies in
the spectrum for different positions. The curves did suggest, however,
that the balance control system operated less efficiently for the foot
and knee positions than for the normal, chin, ankle, and hip positions.
Analysis of Main Effect for Order of Presentation in The Original
Data Set.
Statistical comparisons to determine differences among order of
presentation means in the Original Data Set were performed using the
power spectral density confidence limits method. The statistical
analysis was performed only on the averaged order of presentation data
in the Original Data Set. The statistical analysis was performed
separately on each frequency bin at the p=.01 level of significance.
Generally, only two statistical comparisons were made. The first
comparison was between order of presentation one and order of
presentation six to determine if the presence of fatique was suggested
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in the experiment. The second comparison was between the highest and
lowest orders of presentation in any given frequency bin to determine
of any statistical differences existed simply within the order of
presentation lateral sway power envelope and over what frequency ranges
these existed.
Analysis of Difference Between Orders of Presentation One and
Six^ Inspection and analysis of Figure 9 showed that there was no
statistical difference between orders of presentation one and six in
any frequency bin over the entire frequency band considered for a p=.99
confidence limit (p=.01 level of significance). The average lateral
sway power for orders of presentation one and six was determined to be
generally with 1 decibel of each other. A significant difference at
the 99 percent confidence level requires a difference of 2.66 decibels.
Therefore, no fatigue effect was indicated.
Analysis of the Order of Presentation Envelope. Inspection and
analysis of Figure 9 showed that significant statistical differences
between the highest and lowest order of presentation lateral sway power
means were dependent upon frequency. The analysis yielded no
significant differences (p=.01) in the means over 66 percent of the
frequency range considered. Note that only one statistical test per
frequency bin was required to obtain this result. This test is
similiar to a Newman-Keuls test which finds no significance between the
highest means. Statistical testing was terminated at this point with
the significance of the single test maintained at the highest level.
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Fiqure 8 Bode Plots of Average Lateral Sway
Power for the
Experimental Positions. He following legend identifies
the
experimental position curves as follows:
(A) A = Normal: 1—I—J—1
—
i
B = Chin: e—^s—*~~r
D = Knee: •—•—• • '
F = Foot: • •
—
(B) C = Ankle
E = Hip:
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Statistically significant differences <p=.01> were found between
the largest and sliest order of presentation reans in the following
frequency ranges: 0.039-OU56 Hz, 0.508-0.859 Hz, 1.328-1.367 Hz ana
2.266 and 2.500 Hz. ^ occurrence of significance in the 1.328-1.367
Hz range might be interpreted as a rand™ occurrence since
significance occurred in only tao frequency bins, and the range was
surrounded by a large ™ber of frequency bins which had no significant
differences among the means.
The significance found in the 0.508-0.859 Hz frequency range could be
interpreted as being caused by the order of presentation three mean
curve's deviating extensively from the other order of presentation mean
curves in this frequency range. A similiar interpretation could be
made for the order of presentation two mean curve in the 2.266-2.500
Hz frequency range. The range from 0.039-0.156 Hz might be more
complex. Inspection of Figure 9 showed that orders of presentation
one, three, five and six nearly overlaid each other in this frequency
range. Order of presentation four was significantly different (p=.01)
from order of presentation one in each of the four frequency bins in
this range. Further, order of presentation two was also significantly
different from order of presentation one (p=.01) in the 0.039-0.078 Hz
range, but not in the 0.117-0.156 Hz range.
Inspection of Figure 9 and application of the 2.66 decibel
confidence limit criterion to those frequency ranges which had
significant differences showed that generally five of the order of
presentation means are not different from each other. These five means
varied with frequency.
The above results might suggest that the order of presentation
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differences were caused by chance differences, possibly related to
subject sample size. The general lack of statistical differences artf
intermixing among five to six of the mean curves ever the entire
frequency range would support this interpretation.
Analysis of Main Effect of Order of Prestation in the OH^
Data Set with Regard to Trial
.
An ANOVA was performed on sequential frequency smoothed 0.50 Hz
increments of the lateral sway power frequency spectrum from
0.039-2.500 Hz to determine the main effects for order of presentation
and trial. No trial effects were found in the 0.039-1.992 Hz region.
The 2.031-2.500 Hz region had a significant trial effect (p=.026). The
trial effects in this region was caused by Trial 2 being generally
lower in sway power than Trial 1. Application of Dunnett's test (k=2)
for paired comparisons between the individual orders of presentation
means for trial differences in the order of presentation means yielded
a difference only between the order of presentation four means
(p=.0005). None of the other individual orders of presentation trial
means exhibited a significant difference (p=.05).
The difference between the order of presentation four trials could
be interpreted reasonably as a chance occurrence especially since this
difference was 2-10 times larger than any of the other Trial 1-Trial 2
differences. Because trial differences over the entire frequency range
generally were not present or not interpreted as being present,
separate analyses for order of presentation effects within each trial
were not performed because no new information would have been
obtained.
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Figure 9 Plots of Order of Presentation Lateral Sway Power Means
for the Original Data Set. The following legend identifies the
experimental position curves as follows:
(A) Order 1: I 1 1 I
—
I
Order 2: f f r r P
Order 3: •—•—•• «—
•
Order 5 : •- - •- - -•
(B) Order 4:
Order 6:
The vertical bar marked p=99% represents the 99% confidence interval.
Its magnitude is 2.66 dB. The vertical bar would be 2.20 dB in
magnitude for the 95% confidence interval.
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CHAPTER IV
DISCUSSION
The purpose of this work was to investigate the influence of
different body positions upon human balanced lateral sway. The basic
intent was to determine if alteration of sensory input by varying body
position would reveal characteristic operational differences within the
underlying sensory and central nervous system balance control
mechanisms.
This study of body position upon balanced lateral sway
demonstrated:
(a) that there was a strong similarity for normal upright
blindfolded balanced stance in the lateral sway power spectral density
spectrum of the subjects involved in this study and the power spectra
found by other researchers in 0.039-2.500 Hz frequency spectrum; (b) in
general, no extensive trial differences were found within the various
positions over the frequency spectrum investigated with the possible
exception of the frequency band of 2.0-2.5 Hz, where the position
lateral sway curves showed a distinctive pattern of less sway in Trial
2 for the ankle, and the knee positions; (c) the normal, ankle, chin
and hip mean lateral sway power spectral density spectra means were not
significantly different among themselves; (d) the knee and foot
position power spectral density mean spectra were significantly
different from the normal position means over the frequency spectrum
from 0.039-2.500 Hz; (e) the foot and knee power density spectra curves
were different from each other in the frequency spectrum from
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0.039-1.250 H2 ;(f) the foot and knee position means had the highest
lateral sway power mean spectra ever the entire frequency spectrum,
with the knee position generally having the higher mean power; (g)
different underlying sensory mechanisms as a function of position were
not suggested by the data; (h) the mean power spectral density curves
were generally parallel, but off-set from each other over the power
spectrum, suggesting more or less efficiency of the balance system for
a given position or a variable sway threshold for balance in each
position; (i) the data suggest that knee angle may be critical to
balance mechanisms more than the angles of the other joints; (j) the
data indicate that, on the average, the hip position was the most
stable (clearly this was true at the lower frequencies); (k) order of
presentation of the experimental positions was not significant and no
clear trends were present; (1) the greatest amount of lateral sway
power was found between 0.039-1.000 Hz; (m) the order of presentation
data did not present a clear trend indicative of fatique during the
experiment; (n) a practice effect appeared to have been present in the
data, especially for the ankle and knee positions. Often the Trial 2
lateral sway power was less than that for Trial 1 especially at the
higher frequencies; (o) when trial differences were statistically and
clearly found in the data for TPDS, Fl, F2, F31, F32 and F33, the
statistical results for each individual trial remained consistent with
the statistical results from the analysis of the averaged trial data,
and; (p) lateral sway power was generally 20-25 dB less than the
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maximum sway power in the frequencies higher than 1.25 Hz. In terms of
power, this is .0156-.0039 of the maximum power. Another way of saying
the same thing is that this is two to three orders of magnitude less
than the maximum power.
Position Effect .
The major purpose of this study was to determine if characteristic
operational differences in the human balance mechanism controlling
lateral sway could be demonstrated by varying body position. Each
experimental body position involved the manipulation of different
joints which presumably varied their sensory inputs to the central
nervous system. Power spectral density analysis of the human lateral
sway signals was used to determine if characteristic operational
differences existed. This technique had been used successfully by
several previous researchers, as discussed earlier, to determine human
balance control mechanism characteristics for normal and abnormal
subjects during conditions of normal upright stance.
Statistical analysis yielded significant differences among
subjects for balanced lateral sway. These differences were indicated
by differences in lateral sway amplitude among subjects in all
positions. Other researchers have reported similar findings for the
normal upright stance position (Mauritz et al., 1979; Powell, 1981).
The cause of these differences remains unknown.
In this experiment the subjects had no apparent difficulty in
maintaining the experimental body positions as indicated by their
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subjective reports and the data in Table 1.
Visual inspection and comparison of the average power spectra for
each subject for a given position showed that although individual
lateral sway power spectra were displaced from each other, the wave
shapes of the spectra were similar among subjects.
This finding coupled with the subjective reports and the data in
Table 1 support the conclusion that the overall sensory input for an
experimental position had a similar effect upon the lateral sway
balance control mechanisms for each subject.
Consistent differences in the lateral sway power spectra and
position maintenance ability among subjects for an individual position
might indicate experimental error or that different sensory and motor
processes were being evoked in different subjects. Since the physical
positions appeared to be constant and since the individual subjects
lateral sway spectra were similar, except for amplitude, the operation
of similar lateral sway balance control mechanisms within each subject
is suggested. Differences in amplitude might be accounted for by
differences in a subject's sway threshold or to other unknown causes
but not to any clearly evident different basic overall sway mechanism.
The data and results presented in Chapter III do not support the
hypothesis that different underlying balance control mechanisms are
evoked as a function of body position. The average data presented in
Figure 8 show the lateral sway power spectra for the different
positions to be nearly parallel to each other except for displacement.
The lateral sway power spectra showed no predominant peaks within the
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spectrum investigated. Modification of overall sensory input by
varying body position did not nod ify the lateral sway power spectra
waveshapes. This suggests that the overall lateral sway balance
control mechanism operates on normally varying sensory inputs
indicative of body position without adaptively modifying itself in an
overall sense for the postures explored. However, Figure 8 shows that
the lateral sway balance control mechanism did change in the sense that
there was significantly more sway for some positions than others. The
increased sway power was particularly evident for the knee and foot
position spectra as compared to normal upright stance. There was a 2-5
dB increase in sway power from normal upright stance to the knee and
foot positions. This represents approximately 2-4 times more sway
power between normal upright stance and these positions. This suggests
that the lateral sway balance control mechanism may contain another
mechanism which adaptively adjusts a sway threshold dependent upon
position while continuing to allow the maintenance of overall body
balance. Interruption of sensory input or certain central nervous
systems mechanisms by disease does, however, clearly modify the overall
lateral sway balance control mechanisms including its possible
threshold (Mauritz et al., 1979; Mauritz & Dietz, 1980; Dietz, Mauritz
& Haller). The suggestion that no additional underlying overall
lateral sway balance control mechanisms appear to be evoked by varying
body position, except for a possible sway threshold, is the most
important finding of this work.
The data and results presented in Chapter III showed that there
were no statistical differences in lateral sway power among the normal,
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chin, ankle, and hip position means studied over the frequency range
from 0.039-2.500 Hz caused by the different overall sensory inputs
among these positions. Varying sensory inputs from the vestibular,
neck, hip and ankle joint sensory mechanisms did not cause any salient
characteristic pattern changes in the lateral sway power spectrum.
Inspection of Figures 7 and 8 showed that the power spectra for the
normal, chin, ankle and hip positions had similiar waveshapes and were
very closely overlaid and intermingled. This occurred over the entire
frequency spectrum for all of the data sets analyzed. This may suggest
that maintained changes in sensory input from the ankle or the
vestibular-neck muscle system alone have little effect upon lateral
sway balance control as compared to normal upright stance. Nashner
(1970, 1979) reported that leg muscle electromyographic activity could
be modified by altering ankle position or by altering the head-neck
positions. These alterations, while evident in muscular activity,
apparently did not cause any detectable salient changes in the overall
lateral sway power spectra for this experiment.
Interestingly, the hip position was the most physically unstable
position studied. However, at the lower frequencies, the hip position
exhibited the least lateral sway power of any of the positions. The
position should incur complex changes in sensory input and reflex
activity over the entire somatosensory system as compared to normal
upright stance. The knees become locked. There is a rear-ward change
in ankle angle. The buttocks and legs are shifted rear-ward. There
was a 30 degree forward bend at the waist. The vestibular system was
not in its normal vertical position, yet the hip position had least
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lateral sway power of any position. Modification of the data sets for
TPDS, PI, F2, F31, F32 and F33 by removal of the largest and smallest
extreme spectral values from each trial did not change the overall
statistical conclusions, but did further accentuate hip position mean
as the lowest mean throughout the frequency spectrum on the average.
The reason for this result for the hip position is currently
unknown. It remains a clearly important topic for future
investigation.
The knee and foot positions were the only positions which showed a
significant difference from normal upright stance across the frequency
spectrum. The knee position had the largest mean lateral sway power
across most of the spectrum. The knee and foot positions presumably
required different physical strength to maintain. The lateral sway
power between these positions was significantly different over the
frequency spectrum from 0.039-1.250 Hz, but the knee and foot positions
had similar waveshapes over the entire frequency spectrum.
The knee position was chosen to determine the effect of knee angle
on lateral standing sway. The foot position was chosen to determine if
vertical displacement between the feet had an effect on lateral sway
patterns. The foot position is very nearly that of vertical upright
stance except for an apparent slight bend of the left knee. The knee
position is obviously much more extreme and a bend is experienced in
both knees. The only apparent similarity between the two positions is
the bend at the knee. Subjects were instructed to maintain equal
weight on each foot. Although no complaints were lodged with regard to
the knee positions, several of the subjects indicated that the foot
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position was the hardest to maintain. Additionally, the knees were
locked in the hip position, the position which had the least lateral
sway power of the positions studied. This suggests that the sensory
receptors associated with the knee joint may provide critical input to
the lateral sway balance control mechanism. The reason for the
differences found between the foot and knee positions is not currently
known. An experiment to define the effect of knee position over a
range of angles is clearly of future importance.
Mauritz et al. (1979) reported that patients at the onset of a
cerebellar disease did not exhibit obvious disturbances of upright
stance in the power spectrum unless a perturbation was introduced to
the subject by pushing his trunk, by tilting a moveable sway platform,
or by electrical stimulation of the posterior tibial nerve. The
perturbation would evoke characteristic patterns in the power spectrum.
The data of the study may suggest that either the knee or foot
positions might provide a more sensitive measure of lateral sway than
normal upright stance to detect early impairment of balance caused by
the onset of a disease.
Trial Effect
All of the data sets (TPDS, Fl, F2, F31, F32, F33 and the Original
Data Set) were examined to determine if there was a difference between
trial means. A significant difference could suggest that fatigue or
practice might be cause of such differences. Consistent differences
might indicate experimental error potentially caused by inconsistent
starting position, by the subject's being unable to maintain the
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position, or by evoking the action of different sensory and motor
processes.
Powell (1981) found no trial differences between the Trial 1 and
Trial 2 means for the normal upright blindfolded balanced stance
position. Mauritz et al. (1979) showed power spectra for two patients
with cerebellar deficits taken on five consecutive days. The power
spectra were for normal upright stance with and without vision.
Although these spectra showed a difference in amplitude in some
frequencies between some days, generally the shape of the power spectra
and the power spectra peaks associated with the individual patient
curves were consistent in both the anterior-posterior and lateral sway
directions. Visual inspection of their data suggests that the power
spectra for two of the five days might be statistically different in
limited parts of the frequency range with regard to amplitude, but over
most of the range the amplitude of the spectra were very nearly
coincident. Those areas where differences were noted generally were in
the region of characteristic peaks in the power spectrum for cerebellar
deficits. This suggests that some of the differences could be caused
by random sampling error, or be associated with variance in the
subject's state of health on a particular day.
Bensel and Dzendolet (1968) studied anterior-posterior and lateral
blindfolded standing sway in male subjects over a continuous 20-minute
period. Large increases in sway power were shown between the first
data collection trial and the final data collection trial 20 minutes
later. The increases were reported for the 0.0-1.0 Hz range.
Inspection of the curves showed a general, nearly constant increase in
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sway power over all frequencies. This suggests that fatigue effects
if present would cause a general difference between trials which would
be indicated by a shift in sway power over the entire frequency
spectrum.
Analysis of the frequency-smoothed data, as well as the Original
Data Set, did not demonstrate the existence of extensive or consistent
trial differences throughout the frequency spectrum. Where trial
differences occurred in the frequency smoothed data, the F-test was in
the vicinity of the .05 level of significance. These differences
occurred only in limited frequency regions. Separate statistical
analysis of the results for position effect within a trial were found
to be consistent within the individual trials as compared to analysis
of the average for the trials where trial differences were indicated.
Further, where trial differences were indicated, application of a
separate Dunnett's test for paired comparisons between trial means
showed that the differences were generally in the chin position data
with a trend in the hip position data towards a significant difference.
Differences were not present in the other positions means. Reviews of
the chin position data indicated that two subjects had highly variable
data and that there were extreme values in the data for all subjects.
As an additional mathematical experiment, the highest and lowest
extreme values for each trial and each position were removed from the
frequency-smoothed data. Statistical analyses were repeated on
these modified data. Significant trial effects (p=.05) were not found
in the modified data. The datatistical results for position effect
remained consistent with the unmodified data. This suggested that
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trial effects were being driven by noisy data rather than by real trial
differences.
Inspection of Table 1 shows that the subjects were able to
maintain their positions between the start and end of each trial
accurately.
No overall shift in the frequency spectrum was found which would
indicate that fatigue effects were present in the data. The order of
presentation data showed no difference between the lateral sway power
for the first order of presentation and the last order of presentation,
approximately five hours later. This is also contraindietive to the
presence of a general fatigue effect. Further, none of the subjects
conplained of fatigue.
Inspection of the data for each trial did not demonstrate a
difference of the wave shapes of the Trial 1 and Trial 2 curves which
would indicate that a different sensory process was evoked for
different trials. That is, the general shapes of the lateral sway
power curves showed no specific peaks in the spectrum and decayed
rapidly at frequencies higher than 0.50 Hz.
Inspection of the individual trial data from the Original Data Set
showed a pattern in the ankle and knee position for less sway power in
Trial 2 than in Trial 1, for the frequency range from 2.000-2.500 Hz.
This might suggest a practice effect, especially for the knee position,
if the subject were more smoothly coordinated in maintaining his
balance in Trial 2.
It is clear that no consistent repetitive pattern of trial
differences was shown over the frequency spectrum for any of the
positions means. In fact, trial differences were limited to small
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frequency regions and to one or two positions, depending upon the
frequency region. Further, modification of the data by removal of
extremes in each trial greatly reduced the possibility of trial effects
in the data. The normal position means showed no trial differences,
which was consistent with previous findings. The foot position trial
means did not show any trial differences either. Therefore, one could
reasonably conclude that statistically indicated trial differences for
some positions were caused by random experimental sample error. This
finding supports the averaging of trial data with equal weighing
factors for each trial (Worthington & Geffner, 1943)
Order of Presentation
.
No literature was found which considered the effect of body
position upon balanced blindfolded lateral sway. Order of presentation
of the various positions was, therefore, considered to determine if
there was an effect of this variable upon lateral sway. It was thought
that evaluation of order of presentation would indicate effects of
fatigue primarily, and possibly of practice. It could be hypothesized
that a serious effect of fatigue would be indicated by the lateral sway
powers increasing in an orderly manner from order of presentation one
through order of presentation six, or that fatigue had an effect if
order of presentation six were significantly larger than order of
presentation one. Alternately, a serious practice effect would be
indicated by a decrease of lateral sway power in an orderly manner from
order of presentation one to order of presentation six.
Review of the requency smoothed analyses and the Original Data Set
curves in Figure 9 does not support these hypotheses. There is no
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significant difference between order of presentation one and order of
presentation six throughout the frequency spectrum investigated.
Further, the individual order of presentation mean curves are
thoroughly intermixed such that there is no regular increase or
decrease of sway power indicated among order of presentation one to
six. Therefore, no serious practice or fatigue effects are clearly
indicated by the data. Analysis of Original Data Set by frequency
smoothing to determine total lateral sway power, half-band lateral sway
power, and third-band lateral sway power showed statistical differences
in the order of presentation means, generally only between the lowest
and highest mean, in that frequency region. Using Newman-Keuls on
these data a maximum of 15 comparisons could be made among all orders
of presentation. For any frequency band there were never more than
three significant comparisons at the p=.01 level nor four at the p=.05
level. The significant comparisons were generally between the highest
and lowest means in that frequency region which were generally,
respectively, closely grouped.
In the lowest frequency-smoothed bands, differences were found
between order 3 and order 4; respectively, the lowest and highest order
of presentation means. At the median frequencies, the differences were
found to be between order 3 and order 5. At the highest frequencies,
possible differences were found between order 2 and order 4. There is
no clear explanation for the order of presentation differences found in
the data which can be related clearly to fatigue or practice. The
intermixing of the overall order of presentation curves, the lack of
systematic differences among the orders of presentation and the fact
that throughout a large portion of the frequency spectrum five of the
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order of presentation curves were generally not apparently different
might support the hypothesis that order of presentation effects were
caused by the small number of subjects and would not be present in a
larger subject population.
Further, it does not seem reasonable from an evolutionary
viewpoint that the assumption of various balanced positions should
influence the balance control system greatly in moving from one
position to the next especially if the positions are normally or
closely assumed in every day life. It could be hypothesized that an
order effect for position changes could lead to instability in moving
from one position to the next which probably would not be expected to
be biologically efficient or supportive of self-preservation.
A Latin Squares statistical design was selected to investigate
order of presentation effects. An analysis of the data without
separating out variability for order of presentation yielded similiar
statistical results for the main effect of position even though the
mean squared error term was larger for that analysis than for the Latin
Squares analysis.
Assuming that the order of presentation effects found in these
data are not present in a larger subject population and that the
evolutionary argument is reasonable, it is felt that future work should
focus on position effects using a repeated measures design with more
subjects. Latin Squares Analysis for order of presentation should not
be considered any further because of the length of time required from
each subject and the questionable usefulness or interpretation of the
results.
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Date Time
Subject Code Age Telephone
Campus Address —
Height (barefooted) Weight lbs. ka HanrtPHf££5~~
Equipment and Software
Amplifier setting left Right (amp. after bridge circuit)
Sampling rate
[
Hz Program used to analyze data
Duration of each testing bout min. No. of testing bouts"
Sampling period min. sec.
Medical History
1. Have you ever had fainting spells or dizzy spells?
2. Have you ever had any type of head injury?
3. Have you ever had a serious muscle or bone' injury to your legs or feet?
4. Have you been sick recently (cold)?
5. Do you take medication regularly (vitamins)?
6. Are you taking medication now?
7. Have you had any alcohol within the last 48 hours?
8. Do you consider your health to be:
poor good excellent
9. Have you ever had a neck injury? (If yes, does it still persist?)
10. Have ever been seasick, airsick or carsick? (if yes f is this usual with
you?)
11. Have you ever had a serious back injury? (If yes, does its still
persist?)
12. Do you regularly pull muscles in your back?
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Physical Activities
1. Have you played high school or college sports at the J.V. or Varsity
level?
YES NO
If yes, which sports
How many years did you play each sport
2. Do you meditate? YES NO
If yes, how often? per week How long? min/session
3. Do you do Yoga? YES NO
If yes, how often? per week How long? min/session
4. Do you jog or run at least 3 times/week on the average? YES NO
If yes, what is your average weekly mileage?
How many years have you been jogging/running?
5. Do you ice skate? YES NO
If yes, do you consider your self a POOR AVERAGE GOOD ice skater
6. Do you consider yourself to be WEAK AVERAGE STRONG?
7. Do you engage in some physical activity (e.g. squash or raquet ball)
not mentioned above? YES NO
If yes, how often per week? How long each session? min.
8. Do you consider your knees to be: WEAK AVERAGE STRONG
9. Do you consider your back to be: WEAK AVERAGE STRONG
10. Do you consider your legs to be: WEAK AVERAGE STRONG
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APPENDIX B
INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS
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In this experiment you will be asked bo stand on a platform holding your
body in several normal balanced postures. The experimenter will
position your feet so that they are slightly separated and parallel to
each other. Then, you will be blindfolded. Finally the experimenter
will set your postural position for the experimental trial.
Your task will be to maintain the set posture, stance and balance as
still as possible. Stand holding your hands clasped in front of you.
Stand without moving your feet, legs or joints once their position has
been set and also without moving your hands or arms. Do not stand
rigidly as if at attention. It is important that you relax while
maintaining your set posture. But relax without moving your feet or
legs, your arms or your head, and without changing your posture.
During the trial session, please recite to yourself the following
sentences: "Stand relaxed and steady. Keep my weight evenly
distributed on both feet." Repeat these sentences to yourself until
told to stop by the experimenter. Remember, the objective is to
maintain your posture, stance and balance as still as possible.
There will be three trials in which you stand on the platform for each
of six experimental postures. The first trial will be of one minute
duration to familiarize you with the feeling of maintaining balance for
that particular posture. The remaining two trials will last for
approximately 2 1/2 minutes a piece. You will have a 15 minute rest
period between trials. You should have not trouble maintaining your
balance and posture while blindfolded. If you experience any problems
or discomfort, please inform the experimenter immediately.
ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?
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APPENDIX C
LATIN SQUARES STATISTICAL DESIGN
FOR THE EXPERIMENT:
ORDER OF PRESET7TATION
SUBJECT
1 2 3 4 5 6
1 E D A F C B
2 F E B A D C
3 A F C B E D
4 D C F E B A
5 D A D C F E
6 C B E D A F
The following legend represents the indicated positions
A = NORMAL VERTICAL UPRIGHT STANCE
B = CHIN
C = ANKLE
D = KNEE
E = HIP
F = FOOT


